San Antonio Area Intergroup
7/9/16
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Ron, Lenora, Leigh W., Curtis, Lynn G., Vera, Ken, Deardra, Ela,
Lindsay, Graciela, Mary Rose, Valerie, Noe, Clarise, Latoya,
Barbara V., Barbara F., Michael F., Conchita, Karen, Kara

OPENING

Curtis opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. Step,
Tradition and Concept were read. Introductions were made.

RECORDING
SECRETARY

June minutes (recorded by Oralia) were read by Kara, accepted by
general consent.

VICE CHAIR

Lynn, no report but here to support Curtis. She has printed her job
description and is ‘here to help’

TREASURER

Lindsay presented the June Treasurer’s report. Discussed that
possibly Mary was reimbursed twice for WSO Conference
registration. This will be addressed and Mary will check her
records. Lindsay also presented a Slumber Falls Report. Lenora
asked when will the checking account be opened. Ron reported
this account will be opened with $502.63 at Broadway Bank.
Barbara asked if half of the $502.63 can go into the account or if
half needs to go to Austin. Is Austin Intergroup on board with
this? Need verification from Austin (by Ron) that Austin has
included this in their minutes. Motion to accept treasurer’s report
by Noe, second by Lynn. Passed. Lindsay presented the SAAI
Annual Report. Comment from Barbara F. regarding the
source(special contribution related to OA Birthday) of the 2015
WSO Donations (since there were 0$ for 2016.) Graciela moved
we accept report, second by Lenora, passed. See attached reports.

COMMUNICATI
ONS

No report, LaToya

!

(Barbara F. also presented, during her Archives report) mail she
has picked up regarding WSO and other upcoming events. She
will turn this over to our Corresponding Secretary. OA silent
retreat September 30th-October 2cd. Barbara gave a check from
Laredo group to Lyndsey and suggested we do some outreach to
them.)
WSO DELEGATE/
REGION III
REPRESENTATI
VE

Noe, registering for Region III. Barbara F. stated we need to
make a one time motion to fund our representatives. Lynn
suggested we vote to send Noe to Austin and put this in Old
Business for August. Lynn moved: As long as we have a rep and
budget/funds, SAAI will send representative and delegates to
WSO and Region III Business conference. Ron, second. Passed.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC
OUTREACH

Mary, no report.
Deardra presented an OA Hotline report from Sharon: 61 calls
last month. Deardra will be taking the calls while Sharon is out of
town.

12 & 12

Ron: sponsorship workshop being put together by Carrie. Curtis
presented her report: August 20th 10-12 noon. Possible items:
Panel, Ask it Basket, Raffle. She does need help.
11/19/16: IDEA DAY, if interested, see Ron. Take this to your
groups.

LITERATURE

Barbara F. presented the July 2016 Literature report, approved by
General Consent.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME
BACK”
MEETING

Karen, three people present.

LIFELINE
REPRESENTATI
VE

Deardra would like to offer the position. Please take this to your
meetings. Reminder: it is suggested that each group have a
subscription to Lifeline.

AUDIO LIBRARY

Laura, absent. Reminder: August is Audio Library Month.
Discussion regarding a collection, passing the word. Lynn will be
attending WSO in September and Barbara F. moved SAAI request
from our groups that we ask during August for funds to support
the audio library for the coming year. Second: Ken. Passed.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. Working on a presentation of what’s in the archives for
September, after SAAI. Elaine has agreed to help. Barbara is still
collecting materials.

PARLIAMENTAR
IAN

Lenora, has begun looking at Bylaws to bring us in line with WSO
guidelines. Some of it will just be wording differences. Hopes to
have this done by the end of the year.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

NEW BUSINESS

1. Should we postpone our Semptember SAAI due to Austin
Assembly being the same weekend. Michael moved that we
move SAAI to September 17th, second by Noe. Passed.
2. Barbara F. moved that Eva May Watts, be removed from the
SACU SAAI and that Julene Franki and Valerie Swords be
added as signatures to the account and Barbara Fetech will
remains on the account, second by Noe. Passed.

Hospitality Suite: Lenora is circulating a sign-up sheet and
as names are collected, she will direct people to the website
for sign up.
2. After August SAAI meeting, Elaine will be hosting a
discussion about hosting the 2019 Region III Convention and
Assembly

!
!
!
!

ANNOUNCEMEN
TS

None.

ADJOURN

Noe moved we adjourn, second by Graciela. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted August 13, 2016
Kara McGinnis

Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
8/13/16
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Ron, Mary Rose, Ela, ˜Lea, Graciela, Connie, Lindsay, Elaine,
Vera, Janet, Kara, Conchita, Barbara F., Julene, LaToya, Curtis,
Sharon

OPENING

Curtis opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by
the Serenity Prayer. Mary Rose, Conchita and Ron read the 8th
Step, Tradition and Concept, respectively. Introductions were
made.

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Kara read the July minutes, approved by general consent.

VICE CHAIR

No report.

TREASURER

Julene, pleased to be here and is learning the role. Will send out
copies of the report electronically. See attached report.

COMMUNICATI
ONS

Latoya reached out to Laredo group, inviting them to intergroup
meetings.

WSO
DELEGATE/
REGION III
REPRESENTATI
VE

Noe: registered for Region III assembly and arranged for a room.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC
OUTREACH

Mary: PI/PO meeting September 17th, 4:30. If you’re a group
rep, PLEASE announce this at meetings. They’ll be talking
about guidelines (provided by WSO) and someone to do public
info is desperately needed, Mary can do the public outreach.
There will also be a workshop on how to carry the message.
Next OA Speaker meeting coming up September 17th, 6:00pm.
Squared away discrepancy with treasury from last month.

!

Sharon: Hotline. Were 7 messages, has tried to return call and
will address how many call next month.
12 & 12

Ron: Sponsorship workshop next Sat 10-12.

!
IDEA Day needs someone to organize and host.
!

Opened a PO Box for Slumber Falls Retreat June 2017.
LITERATURE

Barbara F. (Valerie absent): Written report will be presented
next month.

!
!
!

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME
BACK”
MEETING

There were no newcomers at the meeting.

LIFELINE
REPRESENTATI
VE

Deardra, absent. Leigh willing to assist with Lifeline.

AUDIO LIBRARY

Laura, absent.

ARCHIVES

Barbara, after Sept 17th intergroup meeting, there will be an
archives meeting to discuss what she has in archives and where
to go with this. She expects this to take approximately 45
minutes.
Barbara is still collecting materials.

PARLIAMENTAR
IAN

Lenora, absent.

OLD BUSINESS

1. Slumber Falls, Ron: Talked with Joelle, did have
conversation and the topic will be tabled until next month. In
the meantime we could open an account with half the amount
and discuss what to do with the other half after that.
2. Can Latoya put out a list of people driving from out of town?
they will discuss this later.

NEW BUSINESS

1. Continue to spread the word about the Speaker Meeting.
Keep in mind this is about spreading the word to new
members.
2. Elaine moved we remove Lindsay Hannah from Broadway
Bank account and add Julene Franki, second by Graciela,
passed.

ANNOUNCEMEN
TS

None.

ADJOURN

Sharon moved we adjourn, second by Leigh. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted August 19, 2016
Kara McGinnis

!
!

Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
9/17/16
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Linda, Latoya, Leigh W., Vera, Julene, Noe, Curtis, Kara, Ron,
Lenora, Graciela, Lynn, Valerie, Ela, Carrie, Elaine, Sue

OPENING

Curtis opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by
the Serenity Prayer. Leigh, Vera and Kara read the 9th Step,
Tradition and Concept, respectively. Introductions were made.

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Kara read the August minutes, approved by general consent.

VICE CHAIR

Lynn: Per Bylaws she is an ex-officio member of all committees.
1. Need someone for audio library—perhaps there’s a group who
would like to host the library for a month, (would like to store in
cabinet in Saturday meeting room in the meantime). The Audio
Library Fund received a $300 anonymous donation for World
Service CDs. The cost for the CDs was $400. Lynn bought them
and will be reimbursed $100 out of audio library fund.
Discussion about posting audio library segments online.
2. PI/PO —-Mary is injured. 1630 today meeting is cancelled
and the committee will regroup. PI/PO includes Speaker
Meeting,
Professional Outreach and Public Information. Also Phone
Line which Sharon covers.
3. Lifeline: need someone to pick this up—Lea B had
volunteered
to do this.
4. Archives will be here for the meeting today.

TREASURER

Julene brought Treasurer’s Report. Discrepancy with ending
balance and checkbook balance, will consult with Lyndsay and
report
back. August income $777.01, expenses $747.54. Approved
by general consent.
Elaine moved we pay Church of Reconciliation $50 for
Sponsorship Workshop, Lenora second, passed.

COMMUNICATI
ONS

LaToya is now bringing 5 copies of The Swan for Newcomer
Meeting.

WSO
DELEGATE/
REGION III
REPRESENTATI
VE

Regional Rep Noe: See report. Submitted expenses to Julene.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC
OUTREACH

Mary: PI/PO—See Lynn’s report above.

12 & 12

Ron/Graciela:
Unity Day will be February 25th, need start planning on that
soon.
Lynn reported Sunday 5pm meeting will host IDEA Day
November 19th!!
Last week opened checking account and new P.O. Box for
retreat registration.

LITERATURE

Valerie: Needs to inventory and will report next month. Will be
looking into ordering the new Workbook.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME
BACK”
MEETING

Was last week.

LIFELINE
REPRESENTATI
VE

See above.

AUDIO LIBRARY

See above.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F., Archives meeting after intergroup.

PARLIAMENTAR
IAN

Lenora, learning her role. Believes we are following protocols.
Elaine commented other parliamentarians have taken a moment
to educate the group on procedure, Lenora would like to
implement that practice.

OLD BUSINESS

1. Sponsorship Wkshop—Carrie. Were 20 people, panel of
speakers with Q/A and Ask it Basket.
2. Lynn moved we remove Deardra Sprott as a signer on the
checking account and add Curtis Martin, Ron second, passed.
Signers are now Elaine, Lynn, Julene and Curtis.
3. IDEA day now covered by Sunday 5:00 PM meeting.

!

Sharon, absent.

!
!
!
!
!

NEW BUSINESS

1. Valerie: it’s very hard to set up literature with Sat
8:30 meeting in the room before SAAI. Wondering if others are
having this issue. Ron reminded us that we’d talked about announcing at the end of Saturday meeting to clear out. Curtis stated he would like to change rooms as well. Elaine will contact
church about moving cabinet and using Cranmer for our intergroup meeting.
2. Graciela—-these rooms will not be available for next week’s
Saturday meeting. Elaine will take home the literature for
Saturday. Lynn will contact Wednesday group about taking
home their literature. Latoya will send out email.
3. Carrie—for next year, new meeting idea, Once a month
workshop on the tools which would replace the Step Study on the
First Saturday at 9:45am. Would like a core group of people to
work on this. This will be announced by email, Swans, etc.
Julene wondered about continuing Step Study? Lenora
is willing to do a Step Study meeting. Noe suggested a Survey
Monkey to determine the interest of our local OA community.
Thanks to Carrie for facilitating this.
4. Linda—the Kerrville group (Wednesday at noon, at Jefferson
and Tivy)has been in process for last 5 years, now at Unity
Church and asking to be a part of SAAI. Barbara said the group
needs to be registered under our intergroup. Elaine will do
this. New group gets $35 of literature. Barbara F. moved
Kerrville Wednesday noon meeting be approved for $35 literature
credit. Julene second. Passed.

ANNOUNCEMEN
TS

None.

ADJOURN

Ron moved we adjourn, second by Elaine. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted October 8, 2016
Kara McGinnis

Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
10/8/16
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Curtis, Conchita, Lynn, Noe, Linda, Elaine, Ela, Lenora, Vera,
Barbara F., Julene, Dana

OPENING

Curtis opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed
by the Serenity Prayer. Elaine, Sharon and Ela read the 10th
Step, Tradition and Concept, respectively. Introductions were
made.

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Kara read the September minutes, approved as corrected by
general consent.

VICE CHAIR

Lynn will add comments per committee.

TREASURER

Julene presented the September Treasurer’s Report. Income
$731.80, expenses $755.06. The report now balances for the
month. Year-to-date balance still to come. Discussion about
the Slumber Falls Retreat funds—should they be in this report.
Thank you, Julene.

COMMUNICATI
ONS

Elaine brought Swans. LaToya has been doing a great job
updating the website.

WSO
DELEGATE/
REGION III
REPRESENTATI
VE

Received email from “Up Above People” from Region III,
updates to 7th tradition pamphlet. Webinar available and
hosted by Region VIII. Noe will provide a number.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC
OUTREACH

Sharon—Phone Line report. See report.

12 & 12

Lynn: Brought IDEA Day Flyers. Will be November 19, 2016
at University United Methodist Church.

LITERATURE

Barbara F.
Int197.25— Intergroup sales, 28.05 speaker meeting sales,
290.97 Intergroup purchase from OA WSO. No AA lit
purchase.
New literature purchased: Newcomer Leader Meeting Kit,
Twelve Traditions Pocket Guide and Twelve Step Workshop
and Study Guide.
Barbara F. moved we donate a Newcomer Meetings: A Leaders
Kit to Intergroup Sponsored Newcomer Meeting. Second by
Sharon. Discussion. Passed.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME
BACK”
MEETING

Karen lead the meeting. One newcomer present.

LIFELINE
REPRESENTATI
VE

Lea B, absent.

AUDIO
LIBRARY

See below.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F.—meeting after last intergroup; going to start with
most current minutes which will transfer to the Archives since
they are what we need to reference most. Short meeting today
to continue the discussion.

PARLIAMENTA
RIAN

Lenora-review of what’s adopted, accepted and approved.
Treasurers report (monthly) just gets reviewed. Minutes get
approved by general consent if there are no corrections. “The
minutes stand as read.” If corrections, “approved as corrected.”
Other items are voted upon and we typically vote by ‘yea’ or
nay.

OLD BUSINESS

1. We will be hosting Region III meeting in Spring 2019
2. Still in process of changing names on account.
3. IDEA DAY hosted by Sunday 5:00pm Lynn moved
Intergroup give University United Meth Church $50 for
hosting us, Sharon second. Passed.
4. How does everyone like the room. We like it. Thanks Noe.

!
!
!
!
!
!

NEW BUSINESS

1. Need new Audio Library person. Lenora has been asking
around and finds that people don’t understand the role. Per
Lynn, the committee members can define the role. Lynn
still needs $100 for speaker tapes. Lynn suggesting we can
a duplicator. Moved Audio Library fund a 1:1 CD duplicator (which is 40x faster than than a computer). $120, second. Passed. (There is $190 in the fund).
2. Splitting PI/PO. Mary would like to just do Professional
Outreach. Lynn moved we split the committee: one for PI and
one for PO. Second by Elaine. Discussion. Sharon suggested
we table this for now until we get more information. Elaine —
Mary is passionate about discussing this with professionals.
Can we just let Mary serve to her capacity/interest and find a
chair for the committee. Mary could still serve, would need to
submit a resignation and find a new chair. Lynn withdrew/rescinded her motion for further discussion at next intergroup and
it was decided to follow WSO recommendations of keeping one
committee.
3. Speaker Meeting—Elaine, what about taking a break. We
are not holding November’s due to IDEA Day. Elaine moved
we disband for 2017, Sharon second. Passed.

ANNOUNCEME
NTS

Next meeting November 12th.
Elaine would like to convene the Region III 2019 Assembly
and Convention.

ADJOURN

Lynn moved we adjourn, second by Elaine. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted November 12, 2016
Kara McGinnis

Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
12/10/16
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Noe, Annie, Curtis, Vera, Dana, Lea B., Conchita, Linda, Lynn, Graciela,
Elaine, Julene, Lenora, Kara, Jodie

OPENING

Curtis opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the
Serenity Prayer.
12th Step, Tradition and Concept were read, introductions were made.

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Kara read the November minutes, approved as corrected.

VICE CHAIR

Lynn presented SAAI IDEA Day Workshop Final Report: Total income
$288.00, Expenses $91.99, net income $196.01.

!

Audio Library: Lynn wants us to consider what we should be purchasing
and copying (consider not purchasing more AA materials). Will discuss
with Carolyn. This is a great service but is wondering how extensively it’s
being utilized. Discussion.
TREASURER

Julene suggested she stay on as assistant treasurer and Lenora take over the
position. See motion below.
Julene presented the December 2016 Treasurer’s Report. Total Income
$561.26, Expenses 657.30, net income (loss) $96.04. Year to date amounts
will be emailed. Report approved by general consent. Idea Day funds will
be included in the next report.

COMMUNICATIONS

Position still open. See below.

WSO DELEGATE/REGION
III REPRESENTATIVE

Delegate, absent
Regional Rep, Noe brought Save the Date flyers for OA Region III
Assembly and Convention.

PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

See Sharon’s report, presented by Elaine.

12 & 12

Unity Day Saturday February 25th, 1-4pm. Usually topic is Traditions, but
let Ron know if another topic surfaces. Lynn suggested we clarify so we
can take this back to our groups.

!

Will bring flyers for Slumber Falls Retreat.
LITERATURE

Valerie presented September, October, November and December’s report.
Reminded us prices will be increasing in January. Ending inventory
balance: $2,379.65.
Barbara passed around a flyer about the new study guide.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING

Karen, absent. Lea available for the meeting. No newcomers.

LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE

Lea B. Will bring table top displays for each meeting to utilize.

AUDIO LIBRARY

See Lynn’s report, above.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. 2010-2013 minutes are electronically entered on website.
Report to follow in January. Still collecting items.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Lenora: Julene will start working on by-laws. No report. Asked that we
please read report she brought last intergroup. It contains very key
information to keep our meeting running smoothly.

OLD BUSINESS

1. Still need help with PI/PO Committee.
2. Still in need of Communication Secretary. Elaine recapped what this
role consists of. Jody asked about the role and she was voted in,
unanimously.

NEW BUSINESS

1. Barbara F. brought a copy of I Am Latino in which there’s an ad for
OA.
2. Barbara F. also picked up the mail; presented letter from Broadway
Bank (gave to Ron). Other discussion about roles of communication
secretary.
3. Curtis moved that Lenora resign her position as Parliamentarian and
Julene take over, and that Julene resign her position as treasurer and
Lenora take it over. Carrie, second. Passed. Julene will assist
treasurer. This will be addressed again in January. Elaine moved we
remove Julene Franke from the Broadway Account and add Lenora
McKenzie to both Broadway Bank accounts. Second Lynn. Passed.
4. Dana has the quartermaster box for Unity Day which is at Sunday
meeting. Ron will take it next time and will serve as Quartermaster.
5. Carrie followed up on the discussion about a series of Tools workshops.
Would like to offer this for January as a Saturday afternoon workshop.
Anyone who would like to work with her, she would love help.
Proposing third Saturday in January, the 21st. All supported. Call
Carrie if interested.
6. Lenora wishes to continue 9:45a.m. monthly Saturday Step Study
meeting. Take off Carrie’s name, add Lenora’s.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Unity Day in February.

ADJOURN

!
!
!
!

Respectfully Submitted January 14, 2016
Kara McGinnis

Recording Secretary

Ron moved we adjourn, second by Lynn. Passed.

San Antonio Area Intergroup
11/12/16
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Noe, Dana, Leigh, Lea B., Barbara F., Valerie, Ron, Curtis,
Sharon, Graciela, Vera, Anna, Jody, Linda, Lenora, Lynn,

OPENING

Curtis opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed
by the Serenity Prayer. Sharon, Ron and Noe read the 11th
Step, Tradition and Concept, respectively. Introductions were
made.

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Kara read the October minutes, approved as corrected.

VICE CHAIR

Lynn: Regarding communication secretary(open position), be
aware that Elaine compiles the Swan; remaining tasks are
email blasts and other forms of communication. Lea asked if a
low tech person could take over the position: Lynn said yes.

TREASURER

Lenora brought Treasurer’s report. Total income: $190.00.
Total expenses: $318.18. Net income(loss) $128. 18.
The loss for this month affected our year’s total. Please
remind groups about the importance for donations. Lenora
moved she be allowed to purchase another cash box for the
treasurer and for use at IDEA Day. Second by Ron. Passed.
Barbara F. moved that the $50 funding for cash box be
replaced from general funds from Intergroup. Second by
Sharon. Passed.

COMMUNICATI
ONS

Latoya has stepped down from her position. Elaine will help
as she can until a new person has come forward.

WSO
DELEGATE/
REGION III
REPRESENTATI
VE

Mary: see PI/PO
Noe, Region III: No report. Next Assembly in March 2017.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC
OUTREACH

Mary had previously suggested splitting the committee into
two. At WSO she is responsible for Public Outreach and is
asking for someone else to take over Public Information.
Professional Outreach: WSO has developed a training folder
on how to talk to your professional about OA. She would like
us to put together a workshop so we can become more
comfortable and skilled with this. Ron asked how much the
folders are: $2.55 each. Barbara F. stated these can be ordered
through literature. Mary will bring more information next
month.

!

Sharon (Hotline): See report. There were 9 solicitor calls for
October; Barbara asked what the solicitor calls are. Sharon
stated they are general, such as ATT.

12 & 12

Graciela brought brochures for IDEA DAY. At University
United Methodist Church, on the third floor. Unity Day will
be in February.

LITERATURE

Valerie: Have new OA Workbook, Twelve Traditions Pocket
Guide and Newcomer Meeting Leader Kit. More can be ordered for IDEA Day. Prices will increase in January so we
want to order prudently now.
A new Literature Order Form (revised 11/2016) was provided.

!

Literature Report:
Intergroup Sales: $196.90
Purchases: WSO $245.84
Purchases: CSO $18.00
Ending Cash Balance: $36.61

!
Literature will be at IDEA Day.
!

Lynn moved the Intergroup Treasury fund the literature committee $100 to order New OA workbook Twelve Step Workshop and Study Guide. Second by Noe, Passed.
NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME
BACK”
MEETING

Karen, one newcomer.

LIFELINE
REPRESENTATI
VE

Lea B., no report. See New Business

AUDIO
LIBRARY

Vera brought the audio library, still looking for a committee
chair person. Carolyn would like to carry it but can only go to
Monday and Friday, Vera can bring it to Intergroup.

!

Lynn has the copier in her car. Will take the CDs which need
to be copied and see how long it takes to copy them.
ARCHIVES

Barbara F: Moving forward with archives, now has several
years worth of minutes available online, starting with most
recent so they can be accessed. Next, they will start loading
other information. Brief archives meeting after today’s
intergroup meeting.

PARLIAMENTA
RIAN

Lenora: see report. Spoke about making an original/main
motion. Motions should be written out in advance if you know
you will be making them. Can’t make a motion to block a
passed motion. Lenora will continue to share about this since
there are 5 classes of motions.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

OLD BUSINESS

1. We are hosting Region III conference in 2019. Elaine is
our chair person.
2. Duplicator approved.
3. Speaker Meeting is temporarily on hold until further
notice.
4. PI/PO committee discussion tabled, again.

NEW BUSINESS

1. Audio Library, now Carolyn H.
2. Need co-chairs for PI/PO to support Mary who works very
proactively with this committee.
3. We need a communications secretary.
4. Lifeline: Lea B. looking for ways to promote. OA.org
recommends tabletop displays which Lea would like to
print out. Ron also suggested running an ad in SWAN.
Discussion about how much to spend on this. Lynn
suggested she use the $25 allotted per committee for this
project.
5. Sharon shared the Canyon Lake meeting has folded. She
has given remaining funds to treasury and wants to donate
literature to a meeting in need. Also, please remove the
meeting from the website.

ANNOUNCEME
NTS

Ron, please remember to announce to groups the need to turn
in 7th Tradition funds to keep treasury afloat.

ADJOURN

Noe moved we adjourn, second by Sharon. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted December 10, 2016
Kara McGinnis

Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
July 11, 2015
Minutes
Lindsay, Valerie, Chelli, Lynn, Curtis, Noe, Susan, Bill, Graciela, Vera, Angela, Ken, Elaine, Leigh, Sharon
V., Barbara F., Lea B., James, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Leigh read Step7. Curtis
read the 7th Tradition. Elaine read the 7th concept. Introductions followed.
Minutes were read by Oralia in the absence of Mike and accepted by general consent.
Mark – absent

COMMUNICATIONS

Lindsay began her Treasurer’s Report by discussing the Slumber Falls retreat. Income for the retreat was
$5514.19. Expenses totaled $4415.01 for a net income of $1099.15. As it stands, we will earmark $69.27 for
scholarships for next year. The net proceeds are $480.33. Lindsay discussed items related to next year’s
scholarship. Pending Austin’s approval, Lindsay moved that we earmark $350 of the net proceeds for next
year’s speaker’s air fare for Slumber Falls. Susan D seconded. After discussion, voting took place. Motion
carried.
Lindsay continued with the remaining Treasurer’s report. The biggest expense was the Slumber Falls retreat
which was just discussed. Total expenses were $4791.66 for a total income of $3,552.96 for a balance of
$2,668.00. The Treasurer’s report was approved by general consent.
Elaine has Swans available.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Mary is absent.
Curtis reports that he’s registered and ready for Albuquerque on Sept 25 for the Region III Conference and
Assembly. Approximate cost is $750.00 for all expenses.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Mary is absent. Next meeting will be August 1st after 8:30 meeting. Ken announced that there will be a
Speaker’s meeting one week from today. He passed out flyers to take to the respective meetings.
Sharon discussed her report for the Hotline. There were a total of 28 calls. If a message was left, she called
them back and left messages if necessary. There were 12 messages, 9 contacts, 3 solicitors and 2 “others”.
Susan thanked Elaine for taking care of the bylaws during her absence.

12 & 12

Ron- absent
Graciela brought the quarter master supplies for someone to take over. She explained the process and agreed
to buy fresh coffee and any other needed supplies.
Lynn and Curtis are putting the August 22nd Sponsorship workshop together which will be held at 10:00 am
in this building. It will be an informal format. Flyers are available to take to meetings.
Lynn also announced that Mary has been in contact with a Region III trustee to conduct a workshop and
we’re trying to coordinate with the September speaker meeting to see if both can occur on the same day.
Barbara F is giving the report today and Valerie will do the report next month. $469.70 was sold in literature
from the June meeting that includes $75.00 for CSO and $389.31 for WSO. Since June 30 is the end of the
fiscal year, the annual report will be provided at the next meeting. There will be a new order form with new
prices. Forms will be updated and corrected and will be on the website. Mary reported that there were 3
pamphlets that were approved for revision. Barbara F. stated the pamphlets have not been started on yet and
the new OA handbook will be available in 2-3 months. Everything that has been ordered and paid for has
been accounted for.
James-no newcomers
James stated that he may have to move to Midland and wanted to submit his materials for newcomer
meetings and also announced that the Tuesday morning meeting will be canceled after next Tuesday unless
someone wants to take over.
Deardra-absent

TREASURER

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

Lynn read Laura’s report to the group. The report had been emailed out.
Barbara F reports that she will have more time to work on Archives this year. She reminded all to turn in
anything that reps have and she will take care of it.
1. Swan/El Cisne Redesign – Elaine and Chelli passed out the new design for all to see. It is an original
drawing done by Chelli so it should be copyrighted. Elaine moved that we allocate $35 to submit
Chelli’s work on designing the logo to be copyrighted. Lynn seconded. After discussion, voting took
place. Motion carried. Elaine wants an additional image to digitize. Elaine moved to allocate up to $50
to get a digital image of the logo. Sharon seconded. Motion carried.

2.

3.
NEW BUSINESS

1.

2.

Sponsorship workshop in August and availability of sponsorship packets – Barbara F has 10 sponsorship
packets for the Sponsorship workshop. She announced other available pamphlets and the amounts that
we currently have. Current inventory of information should be enough for the workshop.
“Your Weight Matters” Convention on August 13-15 in San Antonio-Lynn doesn’t have new
information. She reviewed the needs and will keep everyone posted.
Add Valerie and Lindsay to Literature account and debit card – Barbara F. moved to remove Eva May
Watts from the San Antonio Intergroup Literature bank account at SACU and to cancel her debit/ATM
card on the same account and, also, add Lindsay Wester Hannah and Valerie Swords to the same account
at SACU and to obtain a debit/ATM card for them. Susan seconded. Barbara F will continue to stay on
the account. Motion carried.
James –There will be an OA convention in October and he asked to consider donating a gift basket as
part of group conscious. Elaine will coordinate creating a gift basket to represent SAAI and James
started with a $20 donation. Graciela discussed how the Galveston convention is a great conference and
encouraged everyone to attend. Individual meetings can also donate if desired.
Next meeting will August 8, 2015 at 9:45 am.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.

ADJOURN

Ken moved that the meeting be adjourned. Sharon seconded. Motion carried. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully submitted 7/11/2015

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
10/10/15
Minutes
Lynn, Graciela, Lea B., Elaine, Susan, Angela, Carrie, Oralia, Bill, Leigh, Laura, Ken, Mark, Ron, Chelli,
Curtis, Valerie, Barbara F., Lindsay, Christina

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN
12 & 12
LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Laura read Step10. Ken
read the 10th Tradition. Kerri read the 10th concept.
Mike was absent and Oralia is taking minutes. Last month’s minutes were not available and will be read at
the next month’s meeting.
Mark has flyers for IDEA day on November 21st and Speaker Meeting on the 28th. Looking for someone to
chair the speaker meetings. If anyone is interested, let him know.
Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report .There was a net income of $320.15. Income and expenses were
normal. Although $350 was reserved for September 19th, only $51 was and the rest moved to the general
fund. Overall, the reserve is in good shape. There is an ending balance of $2,866.31. Treasurer’s report was
approved by general consent.
Elaine has Swans available. At Region III Assembly and they have message scrolls and everyone can get
one.
Mary-absent
Regional Rep. Curtis discussed his report from the convention in Albuquerque. He announced that Elain was
voted in as Treasurer and congratulations were sent to her. Curtis continues to be part of the PI/PO
committee. The next convention will in Abilene on April 16-18,2016.
Mary-absent
Lynn encouraged all to become involved with outreach activities.

Susan – everything is going great.
Ron discussed IDEA Day. He also announced that he is working on next retreat.
Sharon shared the Phone Line Report.
Barbara F announced that there are old Lifelines available for distribution that was left by the speaker at the
last Speaker’s meeting. Literature took in $149.80 and $52.75 was made at the workshop. New literature was
discussed. They are working on a revision of the 12 step book. Valerie will be giving the report next month.
Order form will be on the website before the next meeting. Lynn is developing a new publication and she
passed it around to see if anyone wants to submit an article submit by Januray 31.
Christina is next door.

Deardra-absent
Laura received new information to be copied. Deardra donated blank discs. Region III workshop is one of
them. Ron made a copy of Region III and will get to Laura. It was noted that some of the workshops were
conducted in Spanish.
Barbara F is gathering information and is working on a format. She would like ideas on how to format the
archives.
1. Trustee workshop and speaker meeting recap – Lynn said it went very well. Ron was happy to see the
article in the Swan about this event. Mary and Ron did a great job of hosting. We need to work on
outreach to have better attendance.
2. IDEA Day update: Flyer is out and needs to be shared at all meetings. Mark discussed that all speakers
are set up and ready. There will be a raffle –bring in donated items to raffle.
3. Austin Convention September 9-11, 2016 – Hospitality Suite – We’ve been asked to help with this
event. It looks like they are looking for volunteers to man it. Lynn will get details on when and where.
4. SAAI Website Redesign – Elaine has not worked on this yet.
1. Fundraiser for Delegate fund – A member had an idea of creating prayer cards with the 3rd step prayer
and Rozanne’s prayer and the Serenity prayer on them and to sell them as a fundraiser. Discussion
followed on how many we would need to print to make a profit. Discussion – Elaine brought up the idea
of a tote bag with the new Swan logo. Elaine will research what it will cost to design the tote bag. Susan
moved that we make 50 of the prayer cards that were suggested and give them away at IDEA day. Curtis
seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place. Motion was not approved. Ron moved that we
proceed with making 400 for $200.00 and to sell them at cost. Chellie seconded. Discussion followed.
Ron rescinded his motion and asked for research what the costs for printing less would be. Lynn will

2.

3.
4.

contact the person and ask for the information.
Influence Magazine ad possibility – Barbara F has connections. There is a new magazine for SA called
“Influence” dedicated mainly for men. This is their inaugural edition and need more space in advertising.
Lynn passed out something that may be published in the magazine. Possibility of partnering in the future
if they have a health focus. It’s a bimonthly magazine. They have a health section every month. Perhaps
we can get together for an event.
San Carlos Condo Raffle – Curtis sent a check for $125 and tickets are being mailed back. All 15 tickets
were sold during the meeting.
Carrie shared an idea for intergroup to consider. She read a report regarding the idea. The
recommendation was to hold a monthly step meeting. The meeting would take place one time month
concentrating on the corresponding step for the month (i.e. January – Step 1, February –Step 2, etc.) The
meeting would last 2 hours to give time for journal writing and for sharing. Discussion followed on
whether this would be a new meeting group and who would be responsible. Barbara F. reminded the
group that there are startup costs available for new meetings. After discussion, the item was tabled for
the next meeting and reps were asked to share this idea at their respective meetings.
Congratulations to Elaine as the new Region III Treasurer.
Next SAAI Meeting will be November 14, 2016.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.
2.

ADJOURN

Ron moved for adjournment. Lea seconded. Motion approved. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted October 10, 2015

Oralia L. for Mike F.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
November 14, 2015
Minutes
Lynn G., Ron, Ken, Mary, Susan, Sharon, Deardra, Elaine, Carrie, Vera, Angela, Laura, Lea B., Noe, Mark,
Valerie, Lindsay, Oralia, Barbara F., Leigh Sue

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

PARLIAMENTARIAN

12 & 12

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Mary read Step11. Ken
read the 11th Tradition. Sharon read the 11th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent. Corrections included a correction amount in
the Treasurer’s report, Susan sharing the Phone Line Report instead of Sharon, inclusion of the OA Promise,
and how Barbara will begin working on a new format for archives.
Mark has IDEA flyers available to give out at meetings.
Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Beginning balance is $2866.31. Ending balance is $2516.42. She
clarified the status of the net loss for the month and the prudent reserve. The report was accepted by general
consent. Lindsay added that speaker expenses were given to Mary.
Elaine announced that the “web redesign” group will meet on December 6 at 4:00 pm. if anyone else is
interested in participating.
Mary-no report for WSO. She asked for clarification of her role.
Curtis-absent. Prayers asked for recovery of his knee procedure. Elaine visited with him and he was looking
good.
The next Region III convention will be in Abilene.
Mary discussed her PI/PO report. She discussed last week’s meeting. Due to low attendance, the committee
will focus on public outreach through the speaker meetings. She created a job description for review and read
to the group. Alice has agreed to be the Speaker Meeting Coordinator with help from Mark who will
continue doing the flyer. Mary will continue trying to speak to doctors. The next PI/PO meeting will be on
January 23, 2016. Lynn stressed that the Speaker events are meant for the community. Mary asked whoever
has found outreach contacts to share with them.
Job Description was then discussed including the concept of abstinence and duration of abstinence. Job
description will state that these are “suggested” requirements. After discussion, Mary stated that she will
make the revisions that were discussed and agreed upon.
Sharon shared her Hotline Report. There were a total of 40 calls. She included the days of the week for high
volume days. She stated that someone called interested in one of our events and was from Houston. This
Hotline brings a lot of networking in order to respond to the calls.
Susan discussed the process followed when presenting a motion. Motion is presented to the chairman and
seconded. Once the motion is presented, it cannot be changed unless the group approves. During discussion,
it can be changed by the mover who made the motion. The chair restates the motion and opens to discussion.
Mover begins discussion.
Ron handed out a flyer for the June 10-12 Retreat at Slumber Falls. He discussed the speaker for the Retreat.
Ron has arranged some new protocols with Slumber Falls where Ron will be the single point of contact to
avoid problems. After discussion, Ken moved that the name of the speaker for Slumber Falls not be revealed.
Elaine seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place. Motion approved. Ron will correct the flyer.
Special diets will not be provided and this will be stated in the application. Ron made a motion to send $100
for the kitchen staff for the Slumber Falls Retreat. Sharon seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place.
Motion approved.
Barbara F. discussed the Literature Report. There was a beginning balance of $38.56 with an ending balance
of $7.08. Beginning Inventory was $2,447.52 and an ending inventory of $2479. Order forms are available
with all of the literature available. The newest book is “Taste of Lifeline”.
Leigh was there for Christina and no newcomers were present.

Deardra – no report
Laura is working on copying the items that she has received.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F is still collecting items. She will have literature available at IDEA Day.

OLD BUSINESS

1.
2.
3.
4.

IDEA Day update was discussed earlier.
Austin Convention September 9-11, 2015-Hospitality Suite – Lynn has not heard back from them yet.
SAAI/Website Redesign was discussed earlier.
Fundraiser for Delegate Fund – Prayer Card: Deardra discussed the pricing options. $200 to make 100 of

5.

6.
7.

the cards. After networking, she was able to obtain a cost $89.40 for the same number of cards. The
material will be better quality for a total of 200 cards (100 with 2 to a page). Discussion followed on
whether the cards be sold or given away. Deardra moved that 200 prayer cards (100 sheets for 200 cards)
be printed and sold at $2.00 each. Susan seconded. Discussion followed. Motion carried. Deardra will
spend $89.40 and will have them available for IDEA Day.
Elaine followed with the cost of tote bags with new Swan logo. She had emailed all of the pricing
information. Discussion followed on whether this fundraising expense was needed at this time. After
much discussion, the idea of future fundraising activities will be tabled for now.
Influence Ad Magazine Ad – Elaine shared the magazine and the OA ad. Barbara F shared that this is a
startup magazine and how we can participate in the future.
Carrie discussed last month’s idea of setting up a step meeting. Feedback was that they liked the idea
and for it to happen after the Saturday 8:30 meeting and that it lasts 1 ½ hr. and for it to not conflict with
other meetings. She’s willing to begin the meetings. She would start in January with step 1. Lynn
reminded her to bring a flyer and we will get the word out.
Unity Day will be February 27, 2016. Lynn asks all reps to take this event back to meeting to see what
they would like to see on this day and to bring back ideas.
Next SAAI meeting will be on December 12, 2015.

NEW BUSINESS

1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.

ADJOURN

Mary motioned to adjourn the meeting. Lea seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted November 14, 2015

Oralia L.
Interim Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
December 12, 2015
Minutes
Lynn, Susan D., Sharon,, Kristina, Elaine, Ken, Noe, Vera, Ron, Mary, Laura, Mark, Valerie,, Barbara F., Lindsay,
Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Ron read Step12. Christina
read the 12th Tradition. Laura read the 12th concept. Lynn passed out a bookmark with SAAI dates.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with corrections. Corrections included Hotline
Report stating call from Dallas and not Houston and the date of the Austin convention is 2016 and not 2015.
Mark – no report

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. There is a net income of $4489.80. $332.00 was brought in from IDEA
Day. Expense report was discussed. Prudent reserve was increased by $15.71. Ending balance is $3,006.22. The
Treasurer’s report was accepted by general consent.
Elaine has Swans available. She did not meet for website redesign and will schedule for January.
Mary discussed that the WSO professional outreach committee wants to stress the use of the OA website so that it
is used more often.The more it’s used, the higher it will be on the algorithm of the search engines. After discussion,
Elaine moved that we fund our WSO delegate for the 2016 WSO Business Conference. Sharon seconded. Voting
took place. Motion carried.
Curtis – absent. Lynn printed the flyer for the next Regional Assembly and Convention in Abilene on April 16-18,
2016 for everyone to review. Elaine will send the flyer to everyone.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan – no report

PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

LIFELINE

Mary discussed her PI/PO report. Estimated attendance for the November speaker meeting was approximately 15.
After discussion, it was agreed that $32 was returned from the Speaker meeting. After discussion regarding who
get the money, it was agreed that the person in charge of the speaker meetings can designate who will get the
money to Lindsay.
Sharon discussed her Phone Line report. No visible pattern on high volume days.
Ron is set for Slumber Falls and has confirmed with the speaker. He sent the flyer to Elaine to send out. Check was
sent out and they were very pleased in receiving the money for the kitchen staff.
Valerie presented the Literature report. The ending balance is $68.45 and the ending inventory is $2445.10.
Literature was sold at IDEA Day and the speaker meeting. She has some prayer cards available.
Christina can no longer do this task. Lyndsey asked reps to take back to meetings that we need someone to take
this position.
No report

AUDIO LIBRARY

Laura is working on copies.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. reminded all to turn in whatever they have. She is still coming up with a good concept on keeping
archives. Elaine is helping and anyone else who is interested can let her know and a meeting time will be done
later.
1. Unity Day – Ron reminded everyone that the 12 traditions have been discussed in the past. This theme seems
to go well and Ron can help keep this theme unless there are other ideas that were brought back from
meetings. February 27, 2016 is the date. Looking at 1:00-4:00 pm with registration and starting at 1:30. Lynn
will help with flyers.
2. Step Study Meeting – Mark stated that we are waiting to see if we have the room to see when to start.
3. Austin Convention September 9-11, 2016 – Hospitality Suite. Lynn has not heard any info yet.
4. SAAI Website redesign – discussed earlier.
5. Fundraiser for Delegate Fund –Deardra has the prayer cards.
1. Lindsay – will not be able to attend the January meeting. Barbara F will help.
2. Friday December 25th morning meeting will be canceled. Barbara F will find out about the Friday PM meeting
and let Elaine know.
3. Ron – during the holidays, San Diego would have a marathon meeting. Every hr on the hr you could go to a
meeting. Is that something that this fellowship would be interested in? Discussion followed including that we
do not have a permanent facility and other factors. After discussion, it was decided not to do this event.
4. Happy Holidays and Thank you for all of your service 1. Next SAAI meeting – January 9, 2016
2. Barbara F has 8 prayer cards left if anyone wants any.

TREASURER

12 & 12
LITERATURE
NEWCOMER MEETING

OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Ken moved we adjourned. Mary seconded. Meeting adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted December 12, 2015

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
January 9, 2016
Minutes
Lynn, Laura, Susan, Leigh W., CJ, Vera, Ron, Mary Rose, Lea, Graciela, Noe, Curtis, Barbara F., Mark,
Valerie, Lenora, Elaine, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER
COMMUNICATIONS
SECRETARY
WSO DELEGATE
/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PARLIAMENTARIAN
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
12 & 12

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Curtis read Step1. Lea
read the 1st Tradition. Vera read the 1st concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with corrections. Corrections included to Old
Business: Unity Day to add that there will be a “moment of silence” at the beginning of the event.
Mark – no report
Barbara F discussed the Treasurer’s Report for Lindsay’s absence. Barbara discussed the increases and
decreases. There is an ending balance of $3,108.77.
Elaine discussed that the P.O. box is up to renewal on the 31st. We will use a debit card to pay it. Sharon
moved that we fund cost of the P.O. box renewal for the coming year. Graciela seconded. Voting took place.
Motion passed.
Curtis discussed his trip to Abilene. He’s working on registration. Curtis moved that we fund the total cost
for participation in the conference in Abilene. Susan seconded. Voting took place Motion carried.
Mary – no report.
Susan – no report
Mary discussed her report of the WSO committee regarding outreach. The next PI/PO meeting will be on
January 23rd. Anyone willing to participate is welcomed to attend.

NEWCOMER MEETING

Ron discussed progress of Unity Day. There will be 4 speakers who will speak on the traditions. The flyers
are on the website. Lynn requested flyers to be sent out to the meetings.
Valerie discussed her Literature report. She inquired whether we need materials for the new step study
meeting. She reminded all there are a few prayer cards and newcomer packets are available
Karen is next door and has agreed to continue with this position.

LIFELINE

Deardra - absent

AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES

Laura announced that she has copied discs. She asked that the reps announce that copies of the audio library
are available for checkout.
Barbara F.is still collecting items from everyone and will work on a process towards end of the month.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

LITERATURE

2.
3.

NEW BUSINESS

1.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.

Step Study meeting – will be registered by World Service when it begins. This will be tabled until Laura
can bring it back to Intergroup
Austin Convention September 9-11, 2016 – Hospitality Suite – No new information from Lynn.
Austin Website Redesign – Elaine requested time to look at our current website to see if we can improve
on this. Discussion points – We have a Spanish version which is a plus for us in San Antonio. Looked at
home page. She showed other websites to see what they do for the newcomer. We need to redesign our
website to remain current. She wants to open it up for discussion. After discussion, it was agreed that we
do need to redesign the website. Elaine asked to work with others. Lenore volunteered to help. Mary said
she can take back info to WSO regarding OA national website. Elaine was grateful for the feedback.
Request for liability coverage for new meeting – Lynn was approached by a member who wants to start
a meeting and asked if our Intergroup could be named as an additional insured. Lynn researched the
issue. Lynn discussed results of her research. After much discussion, Lynn said she would continue
researching this issue.
Next SAAI Meeting will be February 13th.

Mary moved that we adjourned the meeting. Ron seconded. Voting took place. Meeting was adjourned
ADJOURN
Respectfully Submitted January 9, 2016

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
02/13/2016
Minutes
Lynn, Ron J., Laura, Vera, Susan, Angela, Lenora, Curtis, Leigh, Noe, Concha, Sharon, Deardra,
Ken, Graciela, Valerie, Lindsay, Elaine

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Vera read Step2,
Angela read the 2nd Tradition and Leigh read the 2nd concept.
Minutes were read by Elaine and accepted by general consent with corrections.
Corrections: Sharon was absent and could not move PO box renewal. Elaine moved to renew PO box.
Old Business: Region III Convention Hospitality Suite has been tabled and will be brought up when Lynn
has more information.
Step study was not tabled.
Mark absent

TREASURER

Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Income was $588.95. Expenses were $504.Ending balance is
$3,193.72. Approved by general consent.

COMMUNICATIONS
SECRETARY
WSO DELEGATE
/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

No report

PARLIAMENTARIAN
PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
12 & 12

No report for WSO delegate as Mary was absent. She is registered for WSO.
Curtis will attend Region III in Abilene, is registered and is reviewing proposed bylaw changes,
some that relate to Treasurer.
Lynn encouraged attending Convention.
Fall 2016 Assembly & Convention is in Austin, 9/11-13/2016
Susan will conduct annual bylaws review after April 9th Intergroup and needs volunteers.
Mary absent.
Bimonthly speaker meeting is March 19.
Sharon's hotline report covers 12/12/15-2/12/16 and total of 46 calls. High volume day (4 calls) was 1/25/16.
12 messages; 5 contacts; 3 solicitors, 4 hang up
Ron J. distributed Unity Day and Slumber Falls flyers.

NEWCOMER MEETING

Valerie presented literature report. Jan. 2016 sales were $202.60.
OA 2nd and 3rd edition is offered at cost of $25.50 (regular prices $30.30)
New literature price list distributed.
Karen is next door.

LIFELINE

No report; Deardra had to leave early

AUDIO LIBRARY

Laura reported she is getting Big Book read professionally and copied for Audio Library.

ARCHIVES

Barbara is preparing something for Unity Day and will update archives after tax season is complete.
She will explore ways to use technology for Archives.
Elaine explained website design using WordPress, the most user friendly option after exploring Square
Space and GoDaddy templates. Lynn, Lenora and Noe provided initial feedback, which is positive. Elaine
sent the new website to Intergroup and comments were favorable. Lynn recommended search engine
optimization so when new site is active, interested parties will find it with search terms such as “diet” or
other key words.
Liability coverage: Lynn obtained the necessary forms and request this item be tabled until the member who
requested this option asks for more information.

LITERATURE

OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

None

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Next Intergroup is March 12

ADJOURN

Ken moved to adjourn. Seconded and approved.

Respectfully Submitted February 13, 2106
Elaine L.
Recording Secretary for February

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
March 12, 2016
Minutes
Graciela, Ron, Lenora, Concha, Noe, Laura, Vera, Mark, Ken, Elaine, Lea, CJ, Mary, Leigh, Valerie,
Barbara F., Lindsay H., Karen, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
SECRETARY
WSO DELEGATE
/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Mark opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Elaine read Step3. Ken
read the 3rd Tradition. Lea read the 3rd concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with correction of adding CJ to the attendee’s
section.
No report
Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Total income was $926.40 and total expenses were $461.52 for net
income of $464.88. Lindsay also discussed Unity Day. There was a total income of $262.00 and expense of
$102.00 for a net income of $160.00 Reports were approved by general consent
No report.
Mary has been concerned if she can go to WSO because of a future surgery and will keep everyone updated.
Curtis – absent

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan – absent

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
12 & 12

Mary asked everyone to take the flyers for the next Speaker’s meeting to their meetings.

NEWCOMER MEETING

Ron discussed the success of Unity Day and thanked all that assisted with the event. There were 24 in
attendance. Regarding Slumber Falls, there are currently 11 registered for full weekend and 2 for Saturday
only. We’re ¼ full already.
Valerie discussed the Literature Report. There is an ending balance of $50.99 and ending inventory of
$2,403.85. Report was approved by general consent.
Karen is next door

LIFELINE

Deardra-absent

AUDIO LIBRARY

Laura is working on the discs. The 1st 4 are already available for checkout.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F still collecting items and organizing what she has and more will happen after tax season.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

LITERATURE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SAAI website redesign – Elaine emailed what the recommended redesign looks like and asked for
feedback for those that have seen it. CJ looked at it and had positive comments about the website.
Graciela stated that she was very impressed with it. Elaine asked all to look at it and give her feedback
so she can move forward with it. Elaine moved that we move the host website from GoDaddy to
Wordpress. Mary seconded. Discussion followed. Motion took place and motion carried. Elaine moved
that we increase the website hosting expense budget to $99.00 a year. Mary seconded. Motion carried.
1. Nominating committee to be announced at April meeting- Contact Lynn if interested in being on the
committee.
2. Lindsay had brought up discussion if we can split expenses with of Slumber Falls with Austin.
Discussion followed. Ron discussed that this may not be a good idea for this year since registrations are
already taking place. Ron is also in the process of making it a standing committee of its own so it doesn’t
affect the fellowship in a negative manner. Barbara F offered some historical facts also.
Next SAAI meeting will be April 9, 2016

ADJOURN

Elaine moved to adjourn. Ron seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

NEW BUSINESS

Respectfully Submitted March 12, 2016

Oralia L.

Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
SECRETARY
WSO DELEGATE
/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PARLIAMENTARIAN
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

San Antonio Area Intergroup
04/09/2016
Minutes
Graciela, Angela, Vera, Sharon, Lea, Lenora, Laura, Conchita, Curtis, Lynn, Clarise, Elaine, Lindsay, Oralia,
Barbara, Valerie, Noé, Ron
Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Vera read Step4. Clarise
read the 4th Tradition. Graciela read the 4th Concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent.
Mark absent
Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Of the amount taken in, $1,190 was deposit for Slumber Falls that
Ron gave Lindsay and it will be earmarked. The only unusual expense was $105 for website redesign.
Reserve is now $649.22 with increase of $42.50 from last month. SAAI is doing well with budget.
Elaine – no report
Curtis is going to Abilene on Friday for Region 3 Convention/Assembly. He is prepared, registered, reserved
the hotel and has a driver. He will bring back information and is looking forward to going and learning more.
Mary will be attending WSBC May 2-9.
Susan stay after the next meeting to go over the bylines. They will be on committee.
Mary – absent

NEWCOMER MEETING

Sharon received 32 calls from Feb 12-Mar 12 and 29 calls from last month. As a result of these calls, a
chaplain for Adult Bexar County Detention Center contacted Sharon regarding step sponsors and item will be
introduced for new business.
Ron reported on Slumber Falls update; info is on the website and we will have a dynamic speaker so please
come. Day or weekend options still available.
Valerie reported ending inventory amount of $2,404.15. She is resolving a discrepancy in the inventory.
Literature form is on the website in PDF form and will auto-calculate. Excel format cells are not protected.
Karen is next door.

LIFELINE

Deardra – absent

AUDIO LIBRARY

Laura – no report

ARCHIVES

Give Barbara items.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

12 & 12
LITERATURE

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

SAAI Website – Elaine reports on using a 3rd party provider, MailChimp, for emails. MailChimp
recommends a switch from gmail account and use news@oasanantonio.com. Adding email is free
service with GoDaddy.com (website host provider). People can sign up for newsletter and
announcements on website. Elaine monitors oasanantonio.gmail.com and has received a few inquiries.
News@oasanantonio.com is outgoing email only. The current website has archives function if we want
to use it.
2. Lindsay brought up a way to handle the Slumber Falls registration funds with dedicated checking
account. Lynn discussed that this can be part of possible new committee that Ron is thinking of forming
but this will not help this year. Ron will look into this matter.
1. Nominating committee is Lea B., Susan D., Curtis M.
2. Chaplain requesting 2 sponsors for 2 females for writing sponsors. Elaine noted OA has guidelines for
working with incarcerated individuals. We should look into it before doing it. Curtis is on Region 3
Public Outreach committee and will find out what the procedure would be. Lynn suggested when
Chaplain returns, SAAI will let her know that we are in the process of finding out the OA process.
Elaine emailed OA guidelines to Sharon and Lynn.
Valerie has new cards. #425is a new piece of literature. Bold items on order sheet indicate a new item or
price went up.
Canyon Lake meeting needs support.
Sharon moved to adjourn.

Respectfully Submitted April 9, 2016

Oralia L.

Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
05/14/2016
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Sharon, Lea, Lenora, Laura, Conchita, Curtis, Lynn, Clarise, Elaine, Lindsay, Oralia,
Barbara, Valerie, Ron, Julene, Ela, Susan, Vera, Ken, Leigh, CJ, Mary

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER
COMMUNICATIONS
SECRETARY
WSO DELEGATE
/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.
Laura read Step 5. Concha read the 5th Tradition. Sharon read the 5th Concept.
Minutes were read by Elaine and accepted with the following corrections by general
consent.
April 9, 2016: Susan was present. Susan will stay after the next meeting to go over
the bylaws
Mark - absent
Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. $551.49 income, $280.80 expenses. Net
income $270.69. Reserve is now $750.20.
Elaine – no report
Curtis attended Region 3 Assembly in Abilene, April 15-17. Friday afternoon
session focused on promoting OA unity among what are perceived as differing OA
factions (food plan, HOW, Big Book study). Remind those we meet in the rooms
that we are ALL OA. 18 Regional Reps and 5 Steering Committee attended. The
recent Region Chairs met in Region 10, Australia/New Zealand/Asia. Upcoming
assemblies are: September 2016, Austin; Spring 2017, Dallas; Fall 2017, Denver;
Spring 2018, Salt Lake City; Fall 2018, Colorado Springs. Region Chair and
Recording Secretary positions will be elected in Sept. 2016.
Mary attended WSBC May 2-9. 199 delegates representing 19 countries attended.
Virtual Service groups (phone, internet) increased from 402 to 469 from 2015 to
2016. New literature approved: 12 Traditions pocket guide and 12 Step Workshop
and Study Guide. Unity Day motion to move from February to June failed. Mary
will pilot a medical school presentation created by New Jersey Intergroup to UT
Health Science Center in San Antonio (UTHSCSA) in the coming year. Forum
topics included: Responsbility of Abstinence, Working All 12 Steps, Carrying the
Message and Young People's Workshop. Mary purchased the workshop CDs and
will donate to Audio Library.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Bylaws review after today's meeting.All attendees welcome.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

Mary is looking for PI/PO help and will notify members of specific needs. CJ
offered to assist.
Sharon reported 21 calls from 4/10 to 5/13 and high volume days were Monday,
4/11 and 5/2. One individual who left a message came to Saturday 8:30am meeting
on 5/14.

12 & 12

Ron provided current Slumber Falls registration count: 18 coming for the weekend;
9 for Saturday only. Retreat can accommodate 40 for weekend and 10 for Saturday
only slots. Discussion of how to attract more to register. Julene and Elaine will work

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER MEETING
LIFELINE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

with Ron to develop a communication piece that will attract more attendees and be
faithful to OA principles above personalities.
Valerie reduced literature inventory due to items that are discontinued and adjusted
best selling inventory. New Beginnings - Stories from Recovery from Relapse is
now discontinued. Discussion of Heart of Texas IG bringing literature to Slumber
Fall. Ron will follow up.
Valerie moved to retain funds loaned to literature for future purchases. Second.
Passed.
Karen is next door with 3 newcomers
Deardra is absent.
Laura reported the Big Book on CD is available (16 disks). She is preparing the Fall
2015 convention CDs.
Barbara is still collecting and organizing items.
1. Dedicated Checking Account for Retreat: Ron moved to create a separate
checking account for retreats. Second. Rationale: this will streamline registration
deposits and retreat payments. 12 & 12 Committee Chair and Treasurer will be
signers on account. This would allow for sufficient prudent reserve in the future.
Second.
Discussion: Does the account have to be set up under one entity with Federal ID
(EIN) or jointly? Bylaws allow for separate checking account.
Ron withdrew the motion and the item is tabled until June 18 SAAI.
2. Lea presented the 2016-2017 SAAI slate of officers
Chair - Lynn - rotation of service - Lynn has served her 2 year term
Vice Chair - Mark
Treasurer - Julene
Communication Secretary - vacant
Delegate: Mary Rose
Regional Rep - Noe
Parliamentarian - Lenora
Recording Secretary - Kara M.
3. Prison Outreach
Sharon followed up with the Chaplain and will contact her again during the week of
5/16 and explain OA process.
4. Hospitality Suite in Fall 2016 Assembly and Convention, Austin Sign up sheet will be coming and Lynn asks we volunteer. Lenora volunteered to
coordinate the sign ups.
1.Host Region 3 Convention & Assembly in Fall or Spring 2019
Julene moved that SAAI consider hosting Fall or Spring 2019 Region 3 Assembly
and Convention Second . Passed. Take back to group
Elaine will bring back Region host responsibilities for June 18 SAAI. Lynn
suggested that we identify the individuals for these positions: Chair and Treasurer or
Co-Chairs
2.. Elections will be held on June 18 for SAAI Board.
3. August Sponsorship Workshop - Carrie will lead and needs to identify the date

ANNOUNCEMENTS

and location. In the past it has been 2 hours or 4 hours after 8:30am meeting
None

ADJOURN

Sharon moved, seconded. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted, 5/14/16
Elaine L.
Acting Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
July 12, 2014
Minutes
Graciela, Vera, Lynn G., Barbara D., Sharon, Elaine, Leigh W., Ron J., Valerie, Ken, Deardra, Mary Rose,
Curtis, Marilyn W., Eva, Barbara F., Kay, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN
12 & 12

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Barbara D. read Step 7.
Ron read the 7th Tradition. Elaine read the 7th concept.
Minutes were read by Elaine and accepted by general consent with stated correction. Correction to minutes
includes correcting the name of Glen to Gwen as being in charge of web updates. As discussion, Ken
announced that Elaine will take over the contact list. Deardra said Gwen volunteered to work with the
outreach list as well.
Deardra-no report
Eva discussed the Treasurer’s Report. There was a beginning balance is $4208.84. Income is $1709.49.
Expenses are $4644.15. Ending balance is $4087.84. The Treasurer’s Report was accepted by general
consent.
Eva also discussed the Annual report with a beginning balance of $1074.64 . Variance was added. Overall,
there was a -38% variance. Elaine moved to accept the Annual Report. Ken seconded. Motion carried.
Elaine has information on the Sponsorship workshop and had flyers available.
Barbara D shared that there will be a Region III cruise. She has tickets available for a raffle for a free cruise.
They cost $10 each or 3 x $25. She has tickets that reps can to take to their meetings. There is a manual for
the Outreach committee that is being revised. Barbara D asked if anyone knew of a professional that is
willing to write an article for the Courier. Names can be given to Barbara D.
Curtis reports that he will be in Arizona next month and is very excited to learn more and bring back
information. There were discussions of sending $1.00 step books to sell. Following discussion regarding the
Speaker’s Meeting, Deardra agreed to take raffle tickets to the Speaker meeting
Mary reports that Lynn volunteered to discuss binge eating and her talk is scheduled to be aired on July 14th
during the 9:00 pm news on the Fox network with Ted Garcia. Mary asked if the PSA could be aired at the
same time and she is waiting to hear from the station. Graciela suggested checking the phone lines after the
taping since there may be activity after the airing.
No report.
Graciela reported that the retreat was a success. Ron reported on the Slumber Falls Retreat financial report.
There was a total income of $5125.00. Total expenses were $4741.90 with a net income of $383.10. After
discussion, Ron made a motion to send half to the Heart of Texas Intergroup (Austin) as part of
reimbursement. Elaine seconded. Motion carried.
Barbara F reported on the Literature report. She did not have a written report but will bring the written report
to the next meeting. $233.05 came from the Slumber Falls retreat. $165.00 of literature was sold at the last
intergroup meeting.
Kay is next door with a newcomer.

No report.
No report.
Barbara F reminded everyone that she is still collecting information and will go through it in order to keep all
information current.
1. Sponsorship workshop – Reps were reminded to take flyers to their meetings
2. August is Audio Tape Library month- Reps were informed on this event. They could either pass the
basket once or collect for the audio library instead of for delegates. This is an annual event. Discussion
followed regarding recording options.
3. Region III Convention & Assembly will take place August 8-10, 2014 in Tempe, AZ. There are 150
stipends available. Sharon made a motion to ask for a possible stipend. Barbara D seconded. After
discussion, motion carried and Elaine agreed to look into it.
4. The Speaker Meeting will be on July 19th – After discussion, the following items were agreed: Deardra
will bring water and raffle tickets, Barbara F. will bring literature and James will get audio library to
someone in case he is not able to attend.
1. Tradition 5 as it applies to SAAI – Lynn was reading through the minutes. She wanted everyone to know

2.

3.

that our focus will on Tradition 5 of OA. She also is impressed with this organization and the great
things that have been taking place.
Assignment of new signers on SAAI checking account. Deardra made a motion to remove Marilyn
Wilson and add Eva May Watts as a signer from the SAAI checking account. Ken seconded. After
discussion, voting took place. Motion carried. Barbara F made a motion to remove Marilyn Wilson from
the Literature account at SACU and change the name to Eva May Watts. Ron seconded. Motion carried.
Binge Eating interview – discussed during PI/PO report.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Sharon made a motion to adjourn. Ron seconded. Motion carried. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted July 12, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
August 9, 2014
Minutes
Marilyn, Ken, James, Barbara D., Leigh W., Valerie, Dory, Deardra, Lynn G., Bob, Mark, Elaine, Barbara F.,
Sharon V., Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Selected members ready
the 8th step, 8th tradition and 8th concept.
Minutes were read by Deardra. Oralia stated that she didn’t have the Treasurer’s report so figures needed to
confirmed. Minutes were accepted by general consent with approximations for the Treasurer’s reported.
No report
Eva had an injury and was not present for the Treasurer’s Report. NOTE: The following information came
from an emailed reported sent after the meeting: The beginning balance is $1,273.98. Total income is
$955.54. Total expenses are $909.58. There was a net income (loss) of $45.96. The ending balance is
$1,319.94.
Elaine reports that Swans are available. The OA website will be updated and is in process. Elaine is working
with Gwen on these updates.
Curtis is traveling at the time of the meeting. Lynn asked for an update on the status of the stipend and Elaine
said that we are still awaiting a response.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Barbara D has flyers available for the OA cruise. Deardra has the raffle tickets. Barbara D will be sending
some to Region III. She received a copy of the Final report. She is going to pass it around and suggests that it
be placed in Archives. She also has the Public Outreach manual for PI/PO reps.
Marilyn recommended that articles be put in the Swan on interesting information received at the workshop.
Ron had dropped off a flyer for the next Speaker’s meeting on Saturday, September 20th at Abiding Presence
Lutheran.
Susan D is absent

12 & 12

Graciela and Ron are absent.

LITERATURE

Barbara F. reported that there was approximately $115 in sales at the Speaker’s workshop and approximately
$150 at the last intergroup. An order is currently in process. Literature will be available at the upcoming
Sponsorship workshop. Barbara F. brought up an item for discussion for new business. She wants to discuss
whether we can get a debit credit card attached to the literature account. This will eliminate a step out of the
purchases. It will help because she currently has to use her own personal debit card and then transfer it a later
time. This will be discussed under new business.
James was the newcomer meeting.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Marilyn – no report

ARCHIVES

James submitted a receipt for copies made. Discussion took place on the use of an MP3 format for making
copies of the audio library. Elaine clarified that future recordings will be purchased in MP3 format and then
we will change them to a CD version.
Barbara F reminded everyone that she is still collecting items for archive.

OLD BUSINESS

1.
2.

NEW BUSINESS

1.

Sponsorship workshop will be Saturday August 23rd from 9-12 at University Methodist Church. Ken
recommended that we describe what the sponsorship is about at the OA meetings.
August is Audio Tape Library Month. Lynn reminded everyone to collect donations for the audio library
at their respective August meetings. Barbara D confirmed that individual donations can also be made
and Lynn added that donations can also be made at any time.
Audio Library Requests: There was discussion of using funds to use a professional service for CD
duplication since James was doing it on his own. James came from the newcomer meeting to clarify any
questions and concerns stating that he could then have more copies to use for the satellite traveling
libraries. Barbara D made a motion that we take the duplication of the audio libraries into professional
hands and allocate $160 for the cost. Elaine seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place and
motion carried. James made a motion that we accept a $3.00 donation for any missing CD’s that
members would like to purchase and use that to replace the CD’s. Ken seconded. Discussion followed.
Voting took place and motion carried.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

2. New meeting request for literature funding: Marilyn had flyers for the new meeting and asked everyone to
share at their meetings. The noon meeting will discuss lifeline stories and the other meeting will be a step
study meeting. After discussion, it was agreed that Barbara F. has been authorized to release $35 for the
literature costs of new meetings. Elaine will include the new meetings on the OA website and the Swan.
Daniel L is the rep. for these meetings.
3. Request for debit credit card for literature: This request was discussed during Barbara F’s report. Barbara
made a motion that the Treasurer and Literature chair investigate obtaining a debit/credit card that links to the
literature account on the SACU account and that, if the liability issue seems reasonable, to obtain the card.
Barbara D seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place and motion carried.
1. Barbara D. reminded everyone that the Wednesday night Step Study meeting has a lot of newcomers and
it’s a great place to find sponsees.
2. Marilyn shared that no one was present at the Tuesday morning meeting.
3. Mark shared that he is providing support for the Devine meeting by attending meetings. He has a van
and is willing to take others and reminded all that this will be a 3 hour service due to distance. The
meeting takes place on Thursdays at 7:00 at First United Methodist Church in Devine.
Elaine made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Bob seconded. Motion carried. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted on August 8, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
September 13, 2014
Minutes
Oralia, Lynn G., Mark, Curtis, James, Ken, Susan, Valerie, Deardra, Marilyn, Leigh W., Dory, Brenda,
Elaine, Barbara F., Trish, Kay, Chelli, Kay

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Lea read Step 9. Mark
read the 9th Tradition. Susan read the 9th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Deardra made flyer for OA Region III event. She reminded all that the Tuesday 10:00 morning meeting is
formally closed and she brought back their literature.
Elaine discussed the Treasurer’s Report due to Eva’s absence. The “Annual Sponsorship Workshop” had an
income of $235.05. The rent expense was $50 for a total net income of $189.05. This amount will go to the
delegate fund. Elaine then discussed the August Treasurer’s Report. Total income $865.73. Total expenses
were $471.63 for an ending balance of $1,714.04.
Elaine reported that Gwen has been updating the website which is where most people are going for the
information.
Curtis reported as Region III representative for San Antonio. He returned from his first conference in Tempe,
Arizona and shared some general information about the conference. Information included: 15 people has
registered for the cruise so far, The Spring Assembly in is Houston on March 21st, The OA trustees have a 3
year plan to focus on our primary focus, The OA website will included more information, Abstinence topics
are needed for Lifeline, and shared some election results. This year, the focus is on “Action for Abstinence”.
He also shared committee reports and that all speakers at the cruise will be recorded. There will be a drawing
for the cruise on December 6th in Austin while an Abstinence workshop takes place at the same time.
Ron and Mary – absent.
Curtis discussed the project they’re working on for the next 6 months which includes High School reachout
where some are going into the high school to drop off flyers. Discussion followed on other methods to do
this.
Ken stated there is not a flyer for the Speaker’s meeting for September 20th at Abiding Presence at 6:00 pm
and is concerned about everyone knowing about it.
No report.

12 & 12

Graciela and Ron - absent

LITERATURE

Barbara F reports that a large order is in to WSO and hasn’t come in yet and they may need to back order.
She reports that all AA literature will go up starting October 1st. New prices are not available yet. Suggest
that reps let their meetings know. She has order forms. She will have written reports at the next meeting.
Kay is next door at Newcomer Meeting

TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

James – received CDs and is working on organizing them and reminded all to spread the word about the CDs
that are available.
Marilyn – no report.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F – still collecting materials.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

2.

NEW BUSINESS

3.
4.
1.

2.
3.
4.

Tuesday 10:00 meeting has closed – Deardra has items that can be used for meetings. After discussion,
Deardra made a motion to ship the Big Book to the Monday night meeting. Curtis seconded. Discussion
followed. Motion carried.
Regarding the debit card for Literature, Barbara F reports that she will meet with Eva to investigate
options.
Lynn reminded all about the availability of the Audio Library and $3.00 cost to purchase or if lost.
Lynn thanked all of the meetings for the August Audio month donations.
Report from Region III Assembly- Lynn discussed that it would be great for someone from SA to send
topics for Lifeline. Elaine can include this request in the next Swan and also recommended that we make
it part of IDEA day.
Lynn inquired as to whether we received funding from Region III. Curtis stated that he did not receive
$150 and Elaine will follow-up on this.
Curtis requested that the Tuesday night group would like to host IDEA day on November 15th. He will
begin planning for with PI/PO.
Regarding High School outreach, various ideas were discussed that included the following: using Region

5.

6.
7.

8.

20 to contact Nurse and/or Counselor groups, working directly with HS counselors, and asking schools
to post the flyers. Anyone interested in this can contact Curtis directly so an action plan is developed.
Dory stated Ed Costa can also be contacted regarding eating disorders since he works with Eating
Disorders throughout the region. She has contact information. Brenda recommends that PI/PO chair be
involved with this project.
We need a flyer for the Abstinence workshop in Austin. Brenda announced that they will have the flyer
soon and it will be on their webpage. She offered to email a copy of the flyer as soon as it is available to
Elaine so it can go out to everyone.
Lynn discussed that the there is a need to use the Internet more.
Lynn has the Delegate Support Application. Barbara D was recommended and Elaine will follow up
with Barbara D. Elaine made a motion to request delegate funding for WSO in Albuquerque on April 27May5, 2015. Deardra seconded. Motion carried.
Barbara F made a motion to allow the Literature chair to be given permission to increase the literature
prices to the amounts that Central service office provides for the increase of literature effective until the
October intergroup. Deardra seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place and motion carried.
Next SAAI Meeting will be October 11th.
There is a new meeting in New Braunfels
Mark is still providing support for the Devine meeting and offered his van to take others.
Speaker Meeting- September 20 at Abiding Presence.
James shared cards for the Tuesday Early Bird Meeting.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ADJOURN

Deardra made a motion to adjourn. Curtis seconded. Motion carried.

Respectfully Submitted September 14, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
October 11, 2014
Minutes

ATTENDEES

James, Marilyn W., Susan D., Noe, Sue, Deardra, Leigh, Sharon, Lynn, Curtis, Ken, Graciela, Kay, Chelli, Eva, Elaine,
Barbara F., Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

Lyn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Sue read Step10. Marilyn read the
10th Tradition. Graciela read the 10th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia. After corrections were given, the minutes were accepted with revisions by general consent.
Revisions included the following: Under WSO-change to primary “purpose” –not focus. Under PI/PO, change that
Region III is working on project, switching reports between Lifeline Rep and Audio Library and Under New Business
#8-effective ‘after” the October Intergroup.
Dearda reported that she and Barbara D took the flyers and raffle tickets to the convention in Galveston and sold half of
the tickets. She has more raffle tickets and flyers available if anyone is interested in taking them.
Elaine discussed the Treasurer’s Report. September income was $667.25. There was a generous collection of $168.64
for the audio library. Total expenses were $1231.57 for an ending balance of $1059.72. Marilyn questioned why
telephone costs have increased and Eva stated that she is investigating this issue.
Elaine has Swans available.

WSO DELEGATE/REGION
III REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D not present.

PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

As rep for the regional PI/PO project, Curtis reports that there is not any new information regarding the High School
Reach--Out project.
Susan D. discussed general rules about making sure that everyone is heard. She reminded how to make a motion. Susan
clarified that the correct language is to state “I move that…” and then to state and write “Susan moved that…”.
Graciela discussed that IDEA Day will be on November 15, 2014. Curtis has a rough draft of the flyer. The flyer will be
sent out after corrections are made. Lynn has the flyer for the Austin December 6th workshop. Also, it was announced
that the next Speaker Meeting will be November 2nd at Abiding Presence Church.
Barbara F. said she received the new literature prices but has not made the new form yet. We will sell at this meeting at
the old price and new prices will come into effect for the next meeting. She will send Elaine an updated form. Barbara F
stated that there is a new 3rd edition of the brown book-OA 2nd edition.
Kay is next door at Newcomer meeting

12 & 12

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/ “WELCOME
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

Marilyn-no report
James no report
Barbara F. is still collecting information. As soon as October 15 hits, she will updating the literature inventory. She was
given a meeting copy of a 12/12 book and it will be given to one of the new meetings.
1. IDEA Day-Curtis has a copy of the flyer that is going around. Thanks were given to the Tuesday night meeting for
hosting. Sharon moved to provide a $50 donation to the church. Deardra seconded. Discussion followed. Motion
carried.
2. World Service Delegate funding-Elaine said that Barbara D will not be able to attend the WSO conference. After
discussion, Lynn asked reps to bring this up at their meetings keeping the requirements in mind. Elaine will send out
a request via the Swan. After being asked by Elaine to consider attending this conference, Lynn stated that she
would think about it.
3. Debit Card for Literature – Barbara F states that she will get together with Eva after this meeting to look into the
procedures.
4. High School Outreach Committee– Curtis discussed that he has had people reach out to him but he has not worked
on it. He will focus on that after IDEA Day.
1. New meeting in New Braunfels is requesting “attraction” assistance. Chellie moved that the we cover the entire
$72.02 cost for an ad in the local paper. Deardra seconded. Voting took place. Motion carried.
2. Next meeting – November 8, 2014 (make corrections to agenda that reads November 11)
3. Sue asked for clarification on whether the Monday night meeting at 7:00 pm was still occurring. Lynn confirmed
that it is still occurring as a HOW meeting and format.
4. Sharon takes care of the Hotline and brought up issues with having a lot of “hangups.” She also offered to use her
phone number for the Hotline. Elaine provided insight on these issues as part of Communications. After much
discussion and after listening to the recordings, Elaine agreed that she will follow-up on the information and bring
back the information to the next meeting.
Sharon moved to adjourn the meeting. Deardra seconded. Motion carried.

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
November 8, 2014
Minutes
Chelli, Valerie, Deardra, Alma, Lynn, Noe, Ron, Ken, Marilyn W., Mary Rose, Elaine, James, Kay, Barbara
F., Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Ron read Step 11.
Marilyn read the 11th Tradition. Valerie read the 11th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted with corrections by general consent. Corrections include changing
the date for the Speaker meeting to September 22 instead of the 2nd in the 12/12 section and correcting the
numbering under Announcements.
No report. Deardra is waiting for a response on what to do with the materials for Region III.

TREASURER

Eva discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Beginning balance is $1059.72. The total for expenses is $459.95 with
a net income of $133.14. Ending balance is $1192.

COMMUNICATIONS

Elaine announced that Swans are available. She sent information to Graciela about updating the Hotline.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D and Curtis were not present.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Mary went to a conference where she was able to speak to teens about OA. The PI/PO committee will meet
after this meeting to start getting some goals and projects started.

12 & 12

Ron reminded all that IDEA Day is next Saturday. Flyers have been sent out and distributed. He mentioned
that the next Slumber Falls retreat will be during Father’s Day weekend next year. The speaker who already
agreed to present will be from Palm Springs. Flyers will come out in December to begin thinking about this
retreat. Ron is looking for volunteers for Unity Day. Lynn mentioned that she will mention Unity Day in the
December agenda so we can start talking about it.
Barbara F discussed her Literature Report. $313.35 was sold in literature. Purchases total $281.74. Ending
balance is $62.16.
Barbara F discussed the 3rd Revised Literature Order Form adding that the new prices are in bold. She has
extra copies of the price list and asked that everyone get rid of the 2nd Revised Literature Order forms.
Kay is next door with 2 newcomers.

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

No report

Marilyn – no report
James reminded all that meeting reps can check out the CD’s themselves to offer to their meetings. He won’t
be here for Thanksgiving week. He only has $60.00 available and has 50 tapes and he would like to duplicate
them into CD’s and needs about $100.00. After discussion, Lynn stated that this will be discussed under new
business.
Barbara F –still collecting items.
1.
2.

3.

NEW BUSINESS

4.
1.
2.
3.

IDEA Day- Lynn reminded all that there is a flyer available.
World Service Delegate-We were asked to take back to the group regarding the delegate vacancy. After
discussion about requirements to serve as delegate, Mary stated that she is seriously considering serving
as a delegate.
Debit Card for Literature-Barbara F is going to speak with Eva to decide when to go the bank. Eva
reminded that they are going on November 22 and can it be done on that day.
Phone Line Update-Elaine gave info during her report.
Analysis of phone costs-Eva is having difficulty getting on the ATT site. She will get together with
Elaine to try to get a clearer picture of where we stand.
WSO request for donations for delegate scholarships. After discussion, Deardra recommended that we
raise our funds for our own delegate and not ask for funds.
James request for 100 for his audio library fund to change cassette tapes to CD’s. He has $60 and the
cost is $160.00. Discussion followed on how to fund this need for James. Ken moved that we transfer
$100 from PI/PO fund to the audio library fund. Mary seconded. Discussion followed. Ken rescinds.
Ron moved that we allocate $100 from general fund to the audio library. Mary seconded. Discussion

4.

5.
6.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

1.

followed. Voting took place. Motion carried. Ken moved that we pass the basket at IDEA Day and the
November Speaker’s meeting for the general fund to replace the Audio library fund. Chelli seconded.
Discussion followed. Voting took place. Motion carried. Ken and Ron will pass the basket at the events.
Alma discussed “I Rest meditation” which is something she took part in and stated that it was very
helpful in regards to OA. She does pro bono classes for groups in guided meditation. Mary moved that
we have a special workshop on meditation. Marilyn seconded. Discussion followed. Ron is concerned
with Tradition 6. It would have to be announced after the meeting closes. Discussion followed. Mary
rescinds her motion and suggest to table for next meeting in order to get more information.
Barbara F stated that there was a key to the post office that has been lost. She will be calling the Post
Office box to find out procedures on what we need to do.
Chelli asked about open vacancies. Discussion followed regarding clarifications on the open vacancies
currently available.
Next SAAI Meeting – December 13

Deardra moved to adjourn the meeting. Ron seconded. Meeting adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted November 8, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
12/13/2014
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Deardra, Marilyn W., Lindsay H., Valerie, Noe, Curtis, Ken, Kathy M., Ron J., Lea B., Leigh W., Susan, Graciela,
Elaine, Eva, Barbara F., Kay, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING SECRETARY

Deardra opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Leigh read Step 12. Marilyn read
the 12th Tradition. Valerie read the 12th concept.
Minutes were read by Elaine and accepted by general consent.

VICE CHAIR

Deardra reported that she submitted all forms to Austin and stated that no one from our Intergroup won the raffle.

TREASURER

Eva discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Beginning balance of $1192.86. After expenses, the ending balance is $1790.29.
She asked about any expenses for IDEA Day and was told that were not expenses other than the donation to the church
where the even took place. A check will be made out to Alamo Heights Baptist Church for the $50 donation provided for
them. She states she is still having trouble with AT&T and is still trying to get in. Barbara and Eva went to SACU and
got the debit credit card so Barbara can use the card to buy her literature.
Elaine reported that the Swans are available. Deardra thanked Elaine for the inclusion of the “abstinence” reminders and
checklists.
Curtis-no report
Barbara D - absent

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO DELEGATE/REGION
III REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

PARLIAMENTARIAN
12 & 12

LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/ “WELCOME
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ADJOURN

Mary- absent
Deardra read Mary’s PI/PO report that was emailed. Deardra discussed her status on creating a community calendar.
Ken reported that the next Speaker’s meeting will be Saturday, January 17th and was going to pass out flyers on the event.
He asked all reps to spread the word.
Susan – no report
Graciela/Ron – Ron stated that Unity Day will be February 21st at this location. Ron states that he will need volunteers to
setup, help with panel members, selling raffle tickets during the meeting, sign in table and refreshments. Deardra offered
to bring water.
Barbara F gave her report orally. $154 worth of literature was sold at the last intergroup. She will be putting in an order
after this meeting. She will also take a full inventory and asked if anyone could stay and help.
Kay is next door with one newcomer.
No report.
James-absent
Barbara F reports that she is still collecting paperwork that needs archiving.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
1.

Elaine moved that the meeting be adjourned. Susan seconded. Meeting was adjourned at 10:45 am.

Respectfully Submitted December 13, 2014,

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

IDEA Day – recap was done in earlier report
WSO Delegates-Requirement per bylaws that the delegate must have 1 year of abstinence and 2 years of
service above the group level. Requirements were discussed. This is currently an open position. Ron clarified
that Mary has agreed to take the position. Elaine moved that Mary serve as WSBC delegate for 2015. Susan
seconded. Motion carried.
Debit Card for Literature – already discussed
Phone cost update – Eva is working on it
PO Box Key status – Barbara F has the form to get new PO key. Form is going to Elaine.
Audio Library Funds Collection – Elaine and Eva will get together.
Unity Day -discussed earlier
Marilyn announced that the Monday HOW meeting no longer exists. Elaine will provide update.
Next SAAI Meeting – January 10, 2015

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
January 17, 2015
Minutes
Lynn, Deardra, Chelli, Curtis, Valerie, Ken, Graciela, Vera, Mary Rose, Ron, Sharon, Barbara D., Sue, Noe,
Kathy, Leigh, Elaine, Barbara F., Oralia, Kay

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Graciela read Step1.
Ron read the 1st Tradition. Chelli read the 1st concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent.
Deadra-no report
Elaine discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Eva had to resign due to some health issues with her eye. Expenses
were $483.15 for a net income of $145.75. The ending balance is $1936.04. Elaine will follow-up on the
$100 to be given to James regarding the audio library. The Final report for IDEA was presented. Total
income was $674.26 and the total expenses were $50 for a net income of $624.26.
Elaine announced that Swans are available. Deardra celebrated that the Swan is in the positive in the
Treasurer’s Report.
Barbara D stated that she has resigned as delegate. She will help with some of the agenda items today. Mary
has now been registered as the delegate and will serve as delegate throughout the remaining term.
Curtis-no report

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Mary announced that a PI/PO meeting will be held today. Mary will be working with the Center for
Collegiate Recovery at UTSA which centers on recovery and Mary will be providing materials. Chelli asked
if there’s an organization on the UTSA campus that handles a 12 step program and Mary is working on this.

12 & 12

Ron reports that Unity Day will be Saturday, February 28, 2015. Slumber Falls will take place on June 12-14,
2015. Ron asked if funds will be provided or collected to provide scholarships. Ron moved that we pass an
extra basket on Unity Day to collect funds for scholarships for Slumber Falls. Ken seconded. After
discussion, motion carried. Ron clarified that we will be having a 50/50 raffle and donated items will not be
needed. Sharon moved that we designate $50 for donation to the location site for Unity Day on February 28,
2015. Ron seconded. Motion carried.
Barbara F. gave her report orally. An order was submitted for approximately $500. She asked reps.to check
the new 3rd edition of the 12/12 book and Voices of Recovery book for mistakes so they can be replaced.
She replaced some needed books and asked for all to check pgs.129-144 on the new 3rd edition brown book
to see if they need a replacement book and to check Voices of Recovery to see if there are missing pages.
Kay states that things are going well and there is a lot of interest this year. She’s met a lot of newcomers. She
appreciates the support given to her. She then left to welcome newcomers next door.

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Susan-absent

Marilyn-absent
James-absent
Barbara F is still collecting materials and will have something during Unity Day for the archives and for
Literature at Unity Day.
1. Unity Day – Update was provided during reports. Barbara D asked for permission to put out literature on
O-Anon at a separate table during Unity Day. After discussion, Lynn requested that this item be moved
to the February agenda so she can research and will work with Barbara D on it.
2. AT&T – Elaine called AT&T and received 2 options regarding the phone. After discussion, Ken moved
that we change our current phone system and insurance and to authorize Elaine to choose the appropriate
method. Curtis seconded. Motion carried.
1. Reimbursement for Website expenses- Ron moved that we reimburse Elaine $161.40 for website
expenses. Sharon seconded. Motion carried.
2. Region 3 Assembly March 20-21, 2015 – Curtis will be attending & this will be discussed in February.
3. World Service Business Conference April 27-May 2, 2015 Agenda Questionnaire – Barbara D had 1-pg
summary on items needed to be voted on whether they should be on the table for discussion at the
conference. Lynn read each agenda item and voting took place on the agenda items. Mary filled out the
form with our results as required.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

1.
2.
3.

Next SAAI Meeting – February 14, 2015
Oralia will not be here next week and will find someone to take the minutes.
Lynn acknowledged Eva for her work as Treasurer and asked for all to consider stepping in for the
position of Treasurer.

Ron moved that the meeting be adjourned. Sharon seconded. Meeting was adjourned at 10:55 am.

Respectfully Submitted January 17, 2015

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
February 14, 2015
Minutes
ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

Ron, Ken, Mary, Kathy, Leigh, Curtis, Susan, Sharon, Kara, Elaine, James, Lynn,
Graciela, Bill W., Laura, Valerie, Lyndsey, Noe, Chelli, Kay
Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.
Laura read Step 2, Sharon the 2nd Tradition and Noe the 2nd Concept. Introductions were
made.
Minutes approved, as amended, by general consent.
Deardra-absent
Elaine moved we nominate Lyndsey,”as is,” for Treasurer. Seconded by Ken. Discussion:
Lynn acknowledged requirements outlined in our by-laws, and that we can override them
as a group. Voting took place. Motion passed. Elaine then moved that Lyndsey take over
the treasury regardless of any other requirements. Seconded by Ron. Motion passed.
Elaine presented the January 2015 Treasurer’s Report. Total income: $351.34. Total
expenses: $982.34. Ending balance: $1,305.04. Discussion followed regarding amount
given to James for audio library (as shown on Treasury Report). Thanks to Elaine for
stepping in. Report approved by general consent.
Elaine brought Swans.
Mail Received: Flyers for WSO-Boston 2016 “Trail to Freedom” and 2nd Sunday Virtual
Workshop.
Mary has registered for WSO and has a roommate to share the expenses.
Region III Rep: Curtis will get himself registered before next SAAI intergroup meeting.

12 & 12

Mary reports there will be a meeting again today and that the group is starting to work with
high schools. Lyndsey is working with UIW about getting an OA flyer in their newsletter.
Unity Day is in 2 weeks. At 1:30 there will be a moment of silence followed by a 12
Tradition panel discussion. There will be a 50/50 Raffle Drawing. Slumber Falls is in June
and we are starting to take reservations and a scholarship fund has been developed.
Susan D, downloaded by-laws from 2013. They will be revised in May Anyone interested
in being part of this can contact Susan D.
No report.

LITERATURE

Barbara F. “bought and sold literature and will present a 3 month report in March.”

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Kay is next door meeting with one newcomer.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

No report.
James has been working to put cassettes on disc/jump drive; however, as it is very
expensive, he is now thinking we could just use funds to buy materials on Amazon.
Discussion followed. See below for motion.
Barbara F. is still collecting items.
1.
2.

Unity Day—get the word out!
Discussion regarding display of O-Anon flyer at Unity Day. Lynn shared that the OA
WSO website sends people to Al-Anon, not O-Anon. There’s only one O-Anon
meeting (phone). Per pamphlet, AA works with Al-Anon and it would seem that OA
could cooperate with O-Anon. We are not endorsing, simply cooperating. Motion by
Ken to display O-Anon flyers at Unity Day, Sharon seconded. Discussion: that we
cooperate with O-Anon, that it not need to be discussed each and every time. Sharon

NEW BUSINESS

feels it needs to discussed each time, what the cooperation needs to be so that we are
not in the business of another program. Someone needs to represent this each time.
Curtis spoke to what AA does in this case—they don’t allow Al-Anon literature at
meetings. Ron stated we can cooperate with them, but we won’t hand out their
literature for them. If they want to show up and share literature, that’s fine, but not do
it for them. Motion withdrawn by Ken.
3. New motion: Ken moved that, in the spirit of cooperation, we allow flyers for O-Anon
to be at Unity Day February 2015, provided someone is there to represent O-Anon.
Seconded by Curtis. Discussion: we need to discuss this for each event, we are not
making a blanket decision about the presence of O-Anon at OA events. Motion
carried.
4. There will be a Slumber Falls collection at Unity Day.
5. Telephone information line going well. Sharon asked that this please be in the agenda
monthly while we’re ironing out the wrinkles. We will be updated monthly. Ron
asked if the number in the ad for Express News is the OA info line (492-5400); Chelli
confirmed that this is, in fact, the correct number. Sharon asked that she be able to
continue this service and the group heartily endorsed her efforts. Thank you to Sharon
and Elaine for their efforts in this matter.
6. Audio Library: Motion for James to use $269.41, as he chooses, as it pertains to the
audio library. Seconded by Curtis. Motion carried.
1. Treasurer search is over. We are carrying a healthy balance, Lynn is supporting
delegates attending conferences, discussion about covering airfare, food, hotel, etc. Mary
will bring receipts from her travels.
2. Elaine has website charges on her personal credit card. We need to get the OA credit
card from Eva. Elaine got an OA visa debit card for our general OA account.
3. Ron moved we authorize the use of the Visa debit card to cover OA expenses. After
discussion, Ron rescinded. Ron moved we authorize the obtainment of a debit card for use
on the general account. Noe seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took place. Motion
carried. Elaine moved we used the debit card for website and PO Box expenses only.
Second by Susan. Motion carried.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

4. Lynn would like us to keep in mind, as we give our monthly reports, that this
information is to be carried back to the groups in order to keep the focus on what we need
the members to know.
Next Meeting: March 14th 2015.

ADJOURN

Ken moved we adjourn. Curtis seconded. Motion carried.

Respectfully Submitted February 14, 2015

Kara McGinnis
Recording Secretary - Substitute

San Antonio Area Intergroup
March 14, 2015
Minutes
Lynn, Bill, Ken, Kay, Connie, Liegh, Mary Rose, Ron, Deardra, Susan, Chelli, Kathy, Lea, James, Barbara F., Elaine,
Lindsay, Curtis, Laura, Oralia

ATTENDEES

OPENING

RECORDING SECRETARY

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Ron read Step 3. Connie read the 3rd
Tradition. Bill read the 3rd concept. All representatives introduced themselves.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with revisions.

VICE CHAIR

No report.

TREASURER

Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Total income is $907.25. Total expenses were $940.27. Due to changes to
phone and audio library expenses, figures might appear unusual but should return to normal in future reports. Ending
balance is $1591.43.
Elaine encouraged others to submit stories for the Swan. Stories could be about the steps or traditions. Stories can be
emailed directly to Elaine.
Mary has her budget for the trip to Albuquerque for the WSO Conference April 25- May3. Budget will be discussed
during Old Business.
Curtis is ready for the Houston Region III Conference next week.

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO DELEGATE/REGION
III REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Mary met last month with PI/PO Committee and discussed work with the high schools and Al-A-Teen. Ken reminded
reps that next Saturday is Speaker’s Meeting and has flyers for the reps. to take to their respective meetings.

12 & 12

Ron discussed that last week was Unity Day and it was a good turnout and had about 31 people. We also did a 50/50
raffle and had $55.50 to contribute to the delegate fund. Also, did a Pass the Bucket & had $100 for the scholarship fund
for Slumber Falls. He has flyers on Slumber Falls for reps to take to meetings.
Barbara F did not finish the 3 month report and will do oral report for this month. Purchased $172 at last Intergroup,
about $15 at Unity Day and $120 on literature. There is an order pending with World Service.
Kay in next door with newcomer meeting.

LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/ “WELCOME
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES

Susan D. by-law committee can meet after Intergroup next month. If anyone is interested, talk to Susan

Marilyn - absent
James ordered new CD’s from Amazon. To take to groups. He reminded all the CD’s are available and only cost $4.00 if
they are lost. He also reminded all that there are also recordings on the OA website.
Barbara F. is still collecting items.
1.
2.

OLD BUSINESS

3.

4.
1.

NEW BUSINESS

2.
3.
4.

Information Line Status Report – Sharon is absent but it looks like everything is looking great.
Unity Day- Ron provided his report earlier. Elaine reminded that we need to pay the $50 to the Church of
Reconciliation for February 28th. Deardra discussed the possibility of allowing comments at the end of the session
asking that those who wish do can slip out quietly. Barbara F. stated that we ended early and sharing is a good
ending.
Financial updates from Reps. – Curtis needs $65 for registration and lodging for two nights at $99 a night and will
be driving himself. Mary discussed her budget for the WSO Conference. She needs a total is $1,660.00 for the entire
trip. Susan moved that we fund $2,000 regardless of delegate fund. Ken seconded. Motion carried.
Elaine agreed to help Susan with the by-laws.
Barbara discussed how each committee chair has authorization to spend $25 without a vote to get things done with
their committee without coming back to the group. Lynn feels it’s a great thing to do this. Barbara discussed pros
and cons of continuing this option. Pros-saves times for committees to get things done. Cons-she will have to come
more often to request funds for more literature. Group agreed that this process will continue.
Barbara moved that that Intergroup Treasurer give the literature fund $150 for operations. Ron seconded. Motion
carried.
Elaine moved that we remove Eva May Watts and Barbara Diane Lazar Surfas and add Lindsay Hannah and Lynn
Graham as signers to the Broadway Bank SAAI account. Ken seconded. Motion carried.
Barbara moved that Eva May Watts be removed from the Literature Account and her debit card be cancelled and
Lindsay Hannah to be added and that a debit card be issued in her name on the literature account and as a signer.
Ron seconded. Motion carries.
Next SAAI meeting will be Saturday, April 11, 2015

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.

ADJOURN

Ken moved to adjourn the meeting. Susan seconded. Motion carried and meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted March 15, 2015

Oralia L.

Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
April 12, 2015
Minutes
Deandra, Carol, Mark, Sharon, Bill, Curtis, Elaine, Valerie, Laura, Ken, Susan D., Noe, Lynn, Kathy, Oralia, Lindsay, Leigh, Kay

ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING SECRETARY

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Sharon read Step 4. Laura read the 4th Tradition.
Valerie read the 4th concept. All representatives introduced themselves.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with revisions.

VICE CHAIR

No report.

TREASURER

Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Total income is $832.45. Total expenses were $424.02 for an ending balance of $1,999.86.
Discussion followed regarding needed expenses for the delegate fund and will be discussed during new business.

COMMUNICATIONS

Elaine has “reach out” list. It’s time to update and she would like each meeting rep to take to their respective meeting and update.

WSO DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL OUTREACH

Mary – absent.
Curtis attended Region III Assembly in Houston and reviewed the various activities during the conference. There was discussion on how
to make OA more attractive and to have people continue attending. They stressed that funding is available to bring speakers to our
meetings. PI/PO committee cut out the High School project. He discussed his expenses for the trip. Total expenses were $228.00.
Mary is absent and Ken discussed her report. Anyone who is still interested in being part of the committee can still join. Ken has flyers
for the next Speaker Meeting.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan D is meeting for the committee bylaws after the meeting and anyone can attend.

12 & 12

Graciela and Ron- absent

LITERATURE

Barbara F gave an oral report. There is $150 out of the general fund. She is working on a new inventory and will report later.

NEWCOMER/ “WELCOME
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE REPRESENTATIVE

Kay is next door

AUDIO LIBRARY

James – absent

ARCHIVES

Barbara F is working on archives.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

Marilyn - absent

2.
3.
1.

NEW BUSINESS

2.

3.
4.

5.

1.

Information line status report – Sharon has 67 calls altogether since last Intergroup. She reviewed her report of the type and
number of calls. She’s trying to call everyone who leaves a message
Financial updates from Rep. – Curtis provided his report earlier.
Bylaws committee meeting – Susan reminded all that the meeting is after Intergroup.
Financial reality check for the Chair – Lynn asked everyone to review the current Treasurer’s Report. Discussion followed on what
is actually available, earmarked, etc. Elaine reminded the group that the high phone bill has contributed to our funds. Barbara F.
discussed the statement about the approximate $650. Discussion followed about clarification of our financial stand. This topic is
information only so everyone understands how the funds are working.
PI/PO request for speaker meeting monies to go to PI/PO literature funding – Lindsay discussed the need for literature as they go
to the committee to spread the OA message. Each committee has $25 a year to use for the committees. So far, the committee has
used $50 so they are over the amount and continuing to work with the organizations in the community and want to continue to
provide literature. After discussion, Ken moved that the funds received at the speaker meeting go into the PI/PO account to carry
the message. Curtis second. Discussion followed. Ken rescinds the motion. Ken moved to move monies from Speaker’s meetings
received after paying the church to go into our general fund with a designation for PI/PO. Lindsay seconded. Discussion followed.
Voting took place. Motion carried.
Carol was introduced as the new representative from the new Uvalde Sunday 5:00 pm meeting. The committee is authorizing the
literature chair to appropriate $35 for literature for the new meeting.
Curtis was asked for Intergroup to assist with manning booths at the “Obesity Conference” on August 13-15 in San Antonio.
Region III and WSO are paying for costs. He will let them know that we are willing to assist. Lynn is willing to help and assist
with this matter. More clarification at the next meeting and Ken will notify the PI/PO committee.
Deardra wanted clarification on what PI/PO needs to do if they need more literature before a meeting takes place. Barbara F moved
that the literature chair be authorized to dispense, between Intergroup meetings, up to $25 of literature to the PI/PO chair or
designee for the purposes of conducting PI/PO business between meetings. Curtis seconded. Discussion followed. Voting took
place. Motion carried.
Next SAAI Meeting is May 9, 2015
Ken moved that the meeting be adjourned. Deardra seconded. Meeting was adjourned

ADJOURN
Respectfully Submitted April 12, 2015

Oralia L.

Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
May 9, 2015
Minutes
Ron, Mary, Lea, Graciela, Ken, Leigh, Kristina, Susan D., Laura,, Sharon, Elaine, Lynn, Barbara F., Mark,
Lindsay, Oralia, Chelli, Kay

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

PARLIAMENTARIAN
12 & 12

LITERATURE

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Christina read Step 5.
Graciela read the 5th Tradition. Leigh read the 5th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with 1 correction.
Deardra-absent
Hannah discussed the Treasurer’s Report. There was a beginning balance of $1,999.86 and an income of
$664.56 for a balance of $2,210.00. Prudent reserve is improving and being monitored.
Ron made a request regarding scholarships for Slumber Falls. The Austin Intergroup sent him a check for
$180 for scholarships for Slumber Falls and we have been asked to match the amount so that 3 participants
may attend for half of the registration cost. Lindsay moved that we match Austin’s request of $180 for 3
more scholarships for Slumber Falls. Elaine seconded. After discussion, voting took place. Motion carried.
No report.
Mary will make an informal report of the conference. Most of the motions passed. It was stressed to leave old
Lifelines in doctor’s offices rather than giving to another OA member. She reminded group that there is an
automatic deduction process to donate for OA since donations are needed at this time. They are looking to
interview a doctor who is in OA and OA friendly health professionals. Mary can be contacted for this. She
will include the remaining information in her report.
Curtis – absent
Ken reminded all that the Speaker’s meeting will be next Saturday at Abiding Presence Lutheran Church on
the 16th at 6:00 pm. The next 2 Speaker’s meetings will be on July 18th and September 19th . Discussion took
place about a Region III Trustee who is available to speak. Possible date is September 19th due to all of the
events in November which are November 21 – IDEA Day and November 14th – Intergroup. She will ask
about September 19th as the Speaker meeting date.
Elaine will send out speaker information to the entire fellowship in order to spread the word to “bring a
friend” to the upcoming Speaker’s Meeting.
Regarding the PI/PO committee, Mary will be meeting on the 4th Saturday of the month after the 8:30 OA
meeting. Lynn stressed that this committee supports the 5th tradition of spreading the word.
Susan – no report
Ron reported on Slumber Falls. There are 5 scholarships awarded for the weekend attendance. There are still
20 slots left for the 2 day event so it’s not too late to register. Julie Hollis will be the Speaker. Regarding the
question on who will provide the literature, it was requested that Austin provide the literature this time (We
provided literature last year).
Barbara F. sold $200 of literature at the last meeting and got an order for $234.60.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Kay is next door with newcomers.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. is still collecting and putting things together.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

Marilyn – absent
James – absent

2.

NEW BUSINESS

3.
1.

2.

Phone Log Update: Sharon reviewed her report regarding the calls received. There were a total of 36
calls with 3 solicitor calls.
“Your Weight Matters” Convention on August 13-15 in San Antonio: Lynn looked into the event and
Thursday will be the setup time.
Financial Update from WSO Conference: Mary stayed within budget.
Swan/El Cisne Redesign: Elaine reviewed newsletters from other Intergroups to get ideas on how to
make the content interesting and asked for people to work with her on this project. She received some
feedback on this project.
By-Laws Committee Report – Susan discussed her report on the current bylaws and came up with very
few revisions. She discussed the proposed revisions. Lynn asked the reps go back to their respective

3.
4.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

meetings and get feedback from OA members (Elaine will email a PDF copy to all of the reps). This will
be voted on during the June meeting.
Next meeting will be Saturday, June 6th because of Slumber Falls.
Nominating Committee – Elaine presented slate of officers. Names had been emailed earlier. Reps will
take this back to their respective meetings and voting will take place during the June meeting.
1. The Wednesday night 7:30 pm meeting will host a speaker from District IV on May 24th.
2. Elaine will explore other possible future dates for Slumber Falls other than June.
3. Christina announced that she put cards in her gym about OA information. Barbara announced that
there are items available for outreach.

Sharon moved to adjourned. Ken second. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted May 9, 2015

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
June 6, 2015
Minutes
Lynn, Mark, Curtis, Ron, Lindsay, Vera, Laura, Sharon, James, Michael, Barbara F.,Valerie, Bill, Graciela,
Ken, Mary, Leigh, Lea, Chelli, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PROFESSIONAL
OUTREACH

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Lynn opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Graciela read Step 6.
Mark read the 6th Tradition. Vera read the 6th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with some minor corrections.
Absent
Lindsay discussed the Treasurer’s Report. There was a deposit of $2,255.00 for Slumber Falls. $530.66 is
available for retreat scholarships that include $140 carried forward from last year and $180 that we voted on
last month to match and contribute. Prudent reserve increased by $86 and gradually increasing more. The
current balance is $3,907.70. The Treasurer’s report was approved by general consent.
Elaine has Swans available.
Mary wants to thank everyone for allowing her to represent Intergroup at the WSO Conference. 22 countries
were represented. There were revisions of some pamphlets. The OA handbook was revised. She discussed
the process that took place during the conference. The preamble changed and some amendments were
changed. Mary discussed the conference and will share the report later.
Curtis reports that he is preparing for the trip in Albuquerque. Elaine moved to allocate $1000 or more if
needed for Curtis to attend Region III in September. Ken seconded. Motion carried.
Sharon reported her report on the OA Hotline. She received 26 phone calls. She returned calls and spoke
with 15 people. Two were students and three were solicitors.
Ken would like to change November speaker meeting to a different date or cut it out since the date is on the
weekend after Thanksgiving. After discussion, the date will remain.
Lynn is still getting information for the “Your Weight Matters” convention. She discussed what is needed to
setup on Thursday night. Lynn will forward information to Mary on this event.
Absent

12 & 12

Ron reports that Saturday is the Slumber Falls retreat. Speaker will not be Judy Hollis. It will be a speaker
from Houston. Currently, we have 30 paid registrations. We are expected to have a full registration. Ron
added that the date we have for 2016 is June 10-12 which the weekend before Father’s Day. Ron got lists of
possible alternate dates for 2016. Elaine looked at the dates and states she is ok with leaving the date as is.
November 21st is IDEA Day and Ron and Mary will be out of town. He is looking for someone to take over
IDEA Day in his place. Mark agreed to help with the event.

LITERATURE

Barbara F reports that she collected May $336.40 in May during Intergroup. She collected $28.50 during the
Speaker’s meeting. There is also a standing order for $299.00. There will be a literature committee meeting
after Intergroup if anyone is interested. Ken announced that we took in $38.00 for the Speakers Meeting
James – no newcomers

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Marilyn-absent

ARCHIVES

James clarified what’s necessary for the Audio Library. He created satellite libraries and reps can take them
back to the meetings. He received a donation today of 14 audios. The audios are very beneficial. We have
approximately 300 CD’s at the present time. He suggests that they be put in circulation.
Barbara F asked outgoing officers to turn in documentation from the previous year to her.

OLD BUSINESS

1.

2.

3.

Voting on new SAAI board members – Lynn reviewed the slate of nominees: Lynn-Chair, Mark –Vice
Chair, Lindsay-Treasurer, Mike F-Secretary, Elaine-Recording Secretary, Barbara D-Parliamentarian,
Curtis- Region III Rep., Mary – WSO Rep . Lynn asked for nominations from the floor and none were
made. Ron moved to accept the entire slate of nominees by acclimation. Ken seconded. Motion carried.
Other chairs will remain the same. Valerie will be the new Literature person.
Vote on by-law amendments – Lynn reminded all that amendments were emailed and were supposed to
be shared with meeting by the reps. Sharon moved that the amendments be approved as presented.
Graciela seconded. Motion carried.
Swan/El Cisne redesign-Elaine is looking at options since software currently costs $400.00. She
discussed other options that only used Microsoft Publisher. She passed out copies with a sample. She

NEW BUSINESS

4.
1.
2.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1.
2.
3.

ADJOURN

worked with Chelli and Leigh on possible options. She asked for feedback. We need to pick a tagline for
the newsletter logo. There was overall approval for the recommended new format. Chelli showed
graphics for the different options for the tagline. She passed out a form for all to prioritize their choices.
“Your Weight Matters” Conventions- discussed earlier
Flyer for bimonthly speaker meeting – Lynn said the logo may be used since this is an OA/SAAI group.
Thursday meeting request for reimbursement – Elaine discussed financial need for the New Braunfels
meeting to send out outreach information. Graciela moved to support the New Braunfels meeting to
send out outreach information. Curtis seconded. Motion carried. Sharon moved to allocate $57.63 to help
the New Braunfels meeting to send out outreach information. Curtis seconded. Motion carried.
August is Sponsor month. We traditionally provide a sponsorship workshop. After discussion, Curtis
agreed to plan the event and is looking at August 22nd as the date and Ron will assist Curtis.
Next Intergroup meeting will July 11, 2015.
Lynn thanked all exiting officers and committee members and thanked those staying on.

Sharon moved to adjourn the meeting. Ron seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted June 7, 2015

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
July 13, 2013
Minutes
ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Elaine, Deardra, Marilyn, Mark, Barbara F , Graciela, Kay, Ken, Lea, Sharon, James, Oralia, Barbara D.,
Alma, Sue
Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Sharon read Step 7, 7th
tradition, and 7th concept. Elaine introduced the new and returning officers. Elaine discussed the procedures
that she will follow to keep everything simple and easy. Anything that needs approval can be moved to New
Business.
Oralia will present June and July Minutes at the August meeting.
Deardra- no report

TREASURER

Marilyn reported May and June reports and were approved by general consent.

COMMUNICATIONS

No report. Christina absent.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

No report.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

Mark announced the Speaker Meeting will take place the following Saturday.

LITERATURE

Barbara reported on the 2013 Literature Inventory for July 2013 and the Literature Report. The monthly
report was discussed. The ending balance is $28.02 and the ending inventory is $2310.40. The Inventory
Report includes everything that is in stock as of this meeting. She also announced that the new literature will
include the new preamble as the new literature goes through the revision cycle. She will have changes for the
next meeting that can be inserted to the current literature and can be passed out to the different groups.
Graciela asked if it will be available in Spanish and Barbara will ask about this. The new “Abstinence” book,
2nd edition is available. The reports were approved by general consent.
Kay was present to do the Newcomer meeting. No report. Elaine asked if someone was willing to help with
the newcomer meetings.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Graciela announced that the Slumber Falls Retreat was successful, well attended, a lot was learned.

No report.
James - no report. Will get audio library from Graciela and Deardra.

ARCHIVES

Barbara reminded everyone to turn over previous year’s materials.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Ken discussed Parliamentary Procedures since this is the first meeting with the new slate of officers.

OLD BUSINESS

Alma discussed literature storage options. Feedback showed that other intergroups carry the literature back
and forth and Austin contact was also going to bring this discussion to their Intergroup. She also discussed
the handout on the costs of cabinets. Alma spoke with Bill Swan at the Church and he said that SAAI could
have one cabinet on the northwest corner, give the church a key, label the cabinet and we could come in and
out when its’ needed. Elaine opened to discussion about storage options. Elaine opened to 5 minutes of
discussion. Barbara started discussion with her concerns. After discussion ended, Ken moved that we table
the discussion for Literature Storage Options and bring it up for the agenda next week. Motion was seconded.
Motion passed.
Marilyn reported on the Final Report for the Slumber Falls Retreat. Marilyn moved that report be accepted as
reported. Motion was seconded. Motion passed. Graciela moved that SAAI send $284.22 to Heart of Texas.
Motion was seconded. Motion passed.
Marilyn discussed the Annual Report. Total income for the year is $14, 441.41. Total expenses were
$15,008.62. Ending balance is $1764.48. Sharon moved that the Annual Report be accepted as presented.
Motion was seconded and motion passed.
Sharon made a motion to add Marilyn Wilson as signer and remove James Doughty on the Broadway Bank
account. Motion was seconded and passed.

NEW BUSINESS

San Antonio Area Intergroup
July 13, 2013
Minutes
Elaine discussed how she will work with Marilyn to file IRS form 990 e-postcard to confirm SAAI doesn’t
get more than $25,000 in donations which must be done every year.
Elaine announced the Region III Assembly and Convention which would took place in Tucson. There will be
no Regional Representative.
Barbara F. received an email from Lorraine in Yuma, AZ who is looking for an edition of Voices of
Recovery in Large Print for one of her members. We currently have 2 copies and there are not anymore
available. Her thoughts are to suggest giving our members an opportunity first this week and bring back the
information to her. They can call Barbara directly at 316-9994 or email if someone is interested. If no one is
interested by next Sunday, then she will contact Tucson to give them the opportunity to purchase the book.
Elaine suggested letting Christina know so that she can send the information out right away. Barbara F.
moved that that the large print edition of Voices of Recovery will be sent to Yuma by Sunday if no one wants
one. Motion was seconded and passed.
Regarding the “Working with Others” meeting, James has been coordinating event and will do for August.
He agreed to serve as Interim while someone else steps up to take over.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Ken announced that the location for next Saturday’s meeting will be at Library. An email will be sent out. It
was noted that this will be ONLY for next Saturday’s meeting.
Graciela attended a workshop in Austin and gave report regarding a suggestion that came out of WSO to ask
who is a sponsor at all meetings so that newcomers are aware that recovery is always a possibility.
Marilyn asked the meeting contacts to thank those that contributed for the deficit for the Swan and the deficit
has been taken care of.
Raffle was for a copy of a Lifeline and was won by Oralia.
Elaine announced that the topic for next month will involve what the focus of the meetings will be.
Sharon moved to adjourn. Motion was seconded and passed.
Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted on July 13, 2013
Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

San Antonio Area Intergroup
August 10, 2013
Minutes
Elaine, Deardra, Marilyn, Ken, Janice, Graciela, Mary Rose, Ron, Valerie, Lea B., Anna B., Sue, James,
Barbara D., Oralia L., Kay, Christina, Mark, Barbara F,
Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Valerie read Step 8.
Ron read the tradition for the month. Mary read the concept. Introductions followed.
Minutes for June and July were read and accepted.
No report.
Marilyn discussed her Treasurer’s Report. The beginning balance is $1764.48. Total income is 853.77 with
a net income (loss) of 405.01 leaving a balance of $2169.49. The difference between the checkbook balance
vs. money on hand was clarified. Available fund of $1353.83 was explained. The Treasurer’s Report was
approved by general consent.
Elaine asked if someone would volunteer to write an article for the Swan. Copies of Swan are available.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D. shared the new definition of abstinence and passed out copies to everyone. These copies were
prepared to assist in making changes to the individual meetings.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

Mark reminded everyone about the September 21st Speakers Meeting. He’ll get flyers to everyone at a later
time. He is compiling a list of emails of churches, clinics, etc. to send them updates and flyers. If anyone
wants to help with this, talk to him after the meeting
Graciela will plan with her group to discuss plans for IDEA day in November.

LITERATURE

Barbara F discussed Literature Report and Summer Report. The “Voices of Recovery” large print book was
sold to Yuma as agreed to at the last meeting. The balance for the Literature Report as of August 2013 is
$70.80. Inventory at the end of the month is $2262.40. The Literature Report was approved by general
consent. Attached report is included so everyone will know what literature is available and in stock. If
anyone will have an event come up based on a certain piece of literature, please let Barbara F. know ahead of
time so she can be prepared to buy extra copies to sell on the day of the event. Barbara D asked if there is a
particular piece that is not available, she can put in the request when she places her orders and asked how she
was able to do it. Barbara is on the account plus someone who has left the state so she will bring a motion for
the next month to recommend a revision.
Kay was facilitating the Newcomer Meeting.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Lea reported the good news from WSO that the Lifeline subscriptions are up but we need to continue to push
since it’s such a good resource.
James is picking up the audio library today.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F has included her information in previous report.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Ken discussed the SAAI Bylaws briefing

OLD BUSINESS

Elaine presented the discussion of storage options and reviewed what was discussed last month. She opened
for discussion. Barbara F. opened with discussion and stated that she is very open to the group conscious.
Discussions included type of lock to be used, who keeps copies of keys, and additional space in the meeting
room. Ken made a motion to buy the storage cabinet to use for literature and the appropriate lock. Graciela
seconded. Motion passed.

NEW BUSINESS

Elaine discussed the motion made via email to pay the PO box. Motion was made to pay the PO box not to
exceed $150 through July 2014 by Oralia and seconded by Barbara D. Motion passed by 9 SAAI Board and
Chairs via email on 7/15/2013.
We do a special collection for the audio library to purchase additional materials and literature. While this
does not require motion or vote, this information will go back to the meetings and will be placed as an
August donation to go to the audio library. Barbara F explained how some meetings have done the collection
every meeting for the month of August while others do a one-time collection-the decision is totally a group
conscious decision. Ron has copies of recorded speakers. He offered to make copies of his audios and donate
them to the library.
Elaine discussed that WSO sent information so that we can request delegate support (Barbara) from April –

May to Albuquerque. They request a financial statement as their level of documentation so everyone can see
the information that would be provided to them. Propose to work with Marilyn to bring back information on
financial statement as of September 30 and group can decide if we can suggest ½ of what it will cost.
Deardra is going to the Cleveland World Service Convention. and asked for money to buy the CD of the
event that she will attend (last 3 years has been $70). Motion was made to give Deardra funds not to exceed
$100.00 to buy CD for Cleveland convention and put balance to 7th tradition or to bring back by Elaine. Ken
seconded. Motion passed.
Elaine discussed the “Working with Other” meetings and who will take over. Discussion included the low
turnout, whether the need is there and whether sponsorship has grown because of these meetings. Ken
discussed how a yearly workshop has taken place in the past. Budget shows that money is allocated to the
12/12 committee plan a sponsorship meeting once a year. Elaine thanked James for taking on the workshops
so far.
The discussion of the SAAI focus followed. Various topics were discussed. Elaine agreed to compile ideas
discussed at this time.
All were reminded that IDEA day will be on November 23, 2013. Graciela is working on this event.
Oralia recommended that emails will be emailed ahead of time so that everyone can review them and email
back corrections or revision. Oralia will bring 5 copies to the meeting in case anyone wants to read them at
the meeting so that they can be approved at each meeting.
Barbara F revised the 2013 Literature order form and it will say “revised” on top of the form. Barbara asked
everyone to get rid of all of the old forms.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Deardra announced that the Houston convention is in October and is combined with a H.O.W. group.
Ron announced that they are starting a Home Step Study beginning Tuesday. Sept 10th at 7:30pm. They will
be using the OA 12/12 workbook in conjunction with 12/12 book.. Flyers will be passed out next week.

ADJOURN

Deardra motioned to adjourn the meeting and Kay seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted 8/10/2013

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE

AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
PARLIAMENTARIAN
OLD BUSINESS

San Antonio Area Intergroup
9/14/2013
Minutes
Elaine, Deardra, Oralia, James, Sharon V., Curtis, Graciela, Lea B., Valerie, Sue, Vivian, Marilyn W., Ken,
Barbara F., Christina K., Kay
Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence and Serenity Prayer. James read Step 9. Sharon read
Tradition 9. Ken read concept 9. Introductions followed.
Oralia has computer issues and will report on the August and September minutes at the next meeting and will
email both for review prior to the meeting.
Deardra reviewed her attendance at the Cleveland World Service Convention. There was 1300 total
attendance. She reported that 1/5 of the participants were male and participants arrived from all over the
world. She brought back tapes and gave them to James for the Audio Library. The Galveston Convention is
in 2 weeks and still has open slots. Deardra passed out Convention information.
Marilyn discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Total Income is $551.86. Total expenses were $356.34 for a net
income of $195.52. Checkbook balance is $2315.01. Available funds are $1549.35. Report states $315.66
earmarked for retreat scholarship and question was asked on whether it should be $500.00. Treasurer’s report
was approved by general consent.
Christina is gathering information and working on updating the website. Gwen will be doing it in the future
so that all meetings will be updated on the website. The Meeting List is complete and current. If anyone
wants anything emailed to all members may email Christina at saoaswan@gmail.com . Ken thanked
Christina for sending current and updated information to everyone.
Open

Mark is out of town. In his place, Ken passed out the flyers on the Speakers meeting.

Graciela is working on the IDEA program for November 23rd. Ron and Mary are part of the committee also.
Flyers should be available soon. If anyone wants to help, let her know. She will need help setting up on that
day. Sue recommended selling water for $1.00 to raise funds. Deardra volunteered to bring a 44-pack of
water. IDEA will take place from 1:00 – 4:30 pm. on November 23rd.
Barbara F. discussed her Literature report. Started month with $70.80. Sells total $187.3. Barbara has not
ordered but will order this week and items will be available for the speakers meeting. Ending balance is
$258.51. Inventory started with 2262.40. Sells total $187.35 for a balance of $2075.05. The Literature
Report was approved by general consent. Barbara F is sending updated form to the website.
Kay is present – no newcomers present.

Lea has packets with a sample Lifeline and Order Forms. They can still be ordered online but these packets
can be shared at OA meetings so everyone can see what they look like and can also be used as display.
Lifeline needs our support – can be in hard copy and online. Graciela added that getting it online means
that you get extra articles. She added that if she goes to other meetings besides what they represent to
take copies.
James – returned CD’s can be turned in to group leads. Audio travel library packs are available to checkout
for meetings.
No report.
Ken discussed the importance of staying current with the bylaws. He would like more to get involved with
the bylaws and is asking for new faces to look at them.
Elaine discussed the purchase of the literature cabinet – Alma presented options. Elaine has volunteered to
purchase the cabinet and bring it here so it can be available for storage in October. Options were discussed.
Deardra offered to look at the cabinets to see which ones are sturdier and bring back the information. She
will also look at Sam’s and Walmart. Deardra will look at cabinets at Office Depot, Sam’s andWalmart.to
look at prices, dimensions, availability and sturdiness. Barbara will go to Costco and Staples. Ken discussed
that a lock needs to be included and he recommended a lockbox to keep it simple. Sue recommended a latch
and simple lockbox. Barbara reminded that we need to setup a procedure to keep the inventory. Elaine added
that we will get the cabinet, get a lock and then set the parameters on who gets the combination – (i.e.SAAI
members only).
SAAI Focus for the Year – Themes from the last meeting was discussed. Discussion opened on where our

efforts should be for the year. Outreach to k-12 nurses can be moved to PI/PO. After discussion, Elaine
summarized that we would begin with focus on colleges/universities, participation of Spanish speakers and
outreach to the medical community. This is a good start that can be visited again later.

NEW BUSINESS

Literature bank account at SACU is a sub account. One of the signers does not live in the state and possible
revisions were discussed. Motion was made by Barbara to add Marilyn Wilson as signer for the Literature
bank account at SACU and remove Janet Fitzgerald from the account. Deardra seconded. Discussion
included adding this to the bylaws. Motion carried.
Marilyn discussed that Barbara F. has requested to be removed from the treasury account. Deardra agreed to
be on the account for the 2 signatures. Marilyn moved that Barbara Fetech be deleted from the account and
Deardra Sprott be added. Marilyn seconded. Motion carried.
Marilyn reported that the IRS 990-e-postcard filing update has been completed. It was updated with current
information. IRS-990 was filed in August 2013 and has to be filed by November 15th and is currently
complete.
IDEA Day is November 23rd.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Lea began discussion on ways to promote Lifeline Weekly. Chrstina will think about whether she would have
time to send it out with an “opt out” option and will get back with the group or send it out monthly.
Deardra made a motion that SAAI purchase a subscription to Lifeline and use it as a raffle during IDEA day.
Ken seconded. Motion carried.

ADJOURN

Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted 9/14/2013

Oralia Lara
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY

San Antonio Area Intergroup
October 12, 2013
Minutes
Ken, James, Sue, Barbara D., Alma, Curtis, Valerie, Mark, Vivian, Marilyn, Oralia
Ken started the meeting, in place of Elaine, with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer.
James read the 10th step. Sue read the 10th tradition. Barbara D. read the 10th concept.
The minutes had been emailed to Intergroup for review and corrections. The minutes were read to the group.
Correction was needed to state that, while we need 2 signers, we currently have 4 signers. Minutes were
approved with corrections by general consent.

VICE CHAIR

Deardra is not present.

TREASURER

Marilyn reported on the Treasurer’s Report. The beginning balance is $2365.01and the total income is
$665.38. There was $467. 59 of total expenses for balance of $2562.80. Available money is $1747.14.
Audio library was $100 and $23.15 was added from donations brought in for $123.15.
Curtis made motion to pass the Treasurer’s Report as reported and Barbara D seconded. Motion passed.
Christina is not present. Ken informed everyone that there will be no Swan this month.

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D. – no report

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

Mark reminded everyone that the next Speaker’s Meeting is November 16th. Curtis will be the next speaker
and Barbara D will help with PI/PO by contacting the news. Mark is in the process of putting a positive spin
by emailing churches with OA information and would like help. If anyone wants to help, they may call or
email Mark.
Mark excused himself to go the Newcomer Meeting next door.
Graciela was not present.
Barbara reminded everyone to gather items for the IDEA Day raffle and to pass this to the meetings.
Barbara F was not present.

12 & 12
LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE

Kay is not here but Mark is leading the newcomer meeting in her place.

ARCHIVES

Lea is not present.
Barbara D announced what they are doing in their Wednesday night meeting. They have a LIFELINE
subscription and they will be giving it away monthly at the meetings or for newcomers or whomever
needs one. She states that this has been working very well for them.
James has announced that he has 24 new CD’s and they are now available for checkout. He has 2 traveling
CD packages.
Barbara F was not present.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Ken – no report

OLD BUSINESS

The purchasing of the cabinet was discussed. Marilyn passed out pictures and some prices for everyone to
know what we are getting. Sam’s has a cabinet for $199.99 with keylocks to control the number of people
who have access to the cabinet. Deardra will pick up and assemble the cabinet. Cabinet will be located in this
meeting room at the corner.
WSO Delegate Support Funds – Marilyn sent out a request to WSO asking them for funds to help pay for the
delegate. We are requesting $526.50. Marilyn passed out the form. Marilyn made a motion that we request
$526.50 for Delegate support. Valerie seconded . Motion carried.

AUDIO LIBRARY

NEW BUSINESS

Curtis discussed the Texas Young People’s AA (TXPAA) Convention that is going to be held in San Antonio
October 25-27 at La Quinta. Curtis requested to have an OA informational table. He said he believed he had
enough people to cover it. Barbara D added that this would fall under the category of a health fair and there
used to be a sign. It had been discussed before that, under PI/PO, literature and meeting lists would be given
to people from Texas so they know where they can go. Oralia suggested we have teens sit at the table. Curtis
is already attending and wanted to run it by SAAI to see and he could try to see if it works out. Curtis doesn’t
know if they are agreeable but wanted to try with SAAI consent. At a minimum, if it’s unacceptable or too
late, Curtis will get possible information for the International meeting that will be in SA next year. Alma
agrees to look into this option. Oralia made a motion for Curtis to look into options for the teen AA

conference. Barbara D seconded. After clarification, Oralia rescinded the motion. Barbara D made a motion
that, when Curtis investigates about getting a table at TXPAA, that we do it and that if we can, Curtis will get
people to man it. Oralia seconded. Motion passed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Barbara D discussed that OA-Anon is asking for permission to have their literature at IDEA Day. Regarding
traditions, we are not affiliated, but we can collaborate and Barbara clarified how it is a separate program.
Barbara D assured that this doesn’t violate any of our Traditions. OA-Anon is a 12 step group for families
and friends. The only requirement for membership that they have a family member or friend who is a food
addict. They work to stop enabling the COE and to also support their recovery. They currently have one
Sunday night telephone meeting. Barbara D. made a motion that OA-Anon have a table in the literature area
at Idea Day. Curtis seconded. Motion carried.
Distributions of IDEA day flyers were distributed.
Marilyn is available to collect any group money that they have for her.

ADJOURN

Ken thanked everyone. Barbara D made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Valerie seconded. Meeting
adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted October 12, 2013

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

San Antonio Area Intergroup
November 9, 2013
Minutes
Barbara D., Lea, Ron, Mary, Sue, Curtis, Vivian, Kay, Marilyn W., Ken, Mark, Barbara F., Christina,
Elaine, Deardra, Oralia
Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Vivian read step 11,
Curtis read the 11th tradition and Elaine read the 11th concept.
Minutes were read and accepted by general consent.
Deardra was not present at the time of the Vice-Chair report.
Marilyn discussed her Treasurer’s Report. Donations total $371.85. The biggest expense was the cabinet for
a cost of $216.48. There was a net income loss of $121.26. The ending balance is $2441.54.
Marilyn clarified that the report states August and it should state October. The Treasurer’s Report was
accepted by general consent.
After discussion regarding tax exemptions, it was agreed that we would claim tax exemptions for major
purposes only and not small items from now on.
Christina has Swans for October for those that asked for them and also has Swans for November. FedEx
made a mistake and used the wrong paper. She stated that the November SWAN says October but it should
read November. Christina needs help with the “ oa.org” updates. Elaine agreed to help with the updates.
Barbara D. passed out the new Preamble for 2013. She read the preamble and discussed the changes.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

Mark has more flyers for the Speaker Meeting next Saturday. He brought Spanish flyers for Graciela. Elaine
will give them to her. We will need another place for Speaker meeting after January.

LITERATURE

Barbara D. discussed her October and November literature report. The subtotal for October is $275.60 and
$116.20 for November. $315.95 was spent in purchases. $10.60 was spent in October for the cost of sending
out the large print VOR book as agreed by Intergroup. The ending balance for November is $344.65. The
Literature report was approved by general consent.
Kay is next door leading the newcomer meeting.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Graciela is out. Elaine reminded everyone about the IDEA raffle and that we need raffle items.

Lea asked to continue to bring Lifeline up at meetings. She will be putting an article in the Swan for next
month.
James is absent

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. discussed how she has items that have been received in the past. She has also found locally
created literature as well as bookmarks. She is working on gathering everything so she can archive multiple
items and can bring the excess items so they can be sold during IDEA Day. She will bring the information to
the next Intergroup meeting.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Ken discussed privilege motion that generally allows a pause or recess. Barbara D gave example of WSO on
using privilege motion.
No old business was discussed.

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

It is time for the 2014 WSBC Delegate registration. Lea made a motion to send the registration form with
$99.00 to get Barbara D registered. Ken seconded. After discussion, voting took place. Motion carried.
Got an email to request WSBC Support from Region III. In the past, we have requested $150. Barbara F
made a motion to request Region III support to send Barbara D to the World Service Business Conference.
Ken seconded. Motion carried.
Discussion followed on conducting outreach to both public and private colleges and universities in San
Antonio. UTSA, SAC and Trinity have health centers. A proposal is needed on how to formally make
outreach to them to really get some cohesive information out there to students. There was much discussion
and feedback on this topic. As a recap, Elaine summarized by saying that Mary, Christina and Elaine will
create “talking points” for consistency purposes. They will then target a couple of colleges and universities

and take it from there. Elaine will also ask how much it would cost to get copies of the Courier.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Deardra arrived with the assembled literature cabinet. Barbara D would like to work with the cabinet and
load the literature before discussing additional needs for the cabinet.
Barbara D stated that we’ve been doing very well on new literature. There is a 2nd edition of the Abstinence
book which consists ½ of the old stories from before and ½ of new stories. We also have 2 of the “For Today
work books at a cost of $12.35. They will be available for purchase at IDEA day and the Speakers meeting.
There is also a workbook for the VOR book. These items need to be added to the revised literature form. As
a note, the VOR workbook is at the print shop right now. She doesn’t know how much it will cost but should
be available by January –February.
Ken asked if we want to ask WSO or Region III to provide free speakers. Elaine added that every 3 years we
can request up to $350.00 to get a Region III speaker. Elaine will gather information and bring back the
information. Barbara D says they have some speakers from WSO available for specific topics. Barbra D will
look into this.
Elaine asked that we need to keep to the commitment that we send Barbara D. to WSO and we need to watch
our expenses. She added that the Wednesday night meeting could use some support because it has lots of
newcomers. The Tuesday noon and Friday evening meeting can also use your support. Support was also
needed for Friday morning and Monday7:00 evening meetings as well

ADJOURN

Mary made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Deardra seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted on November 9, 2013

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

San Antonio Area Intergroup
December 14, 2013
Minutes
Christina K, Barbara D, Ron, Mary, Lea, Alma, Vera, Vivian, Marilyn, Mark, Barbara F., Graciela, Ken,
Kay, Sue, Elaine, Lynn, Oralia
Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Vivian read Step 12.
Vera read Tradition 12. Elaine read 12th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia. After some corrections, minutes were approved by consensus.
Deardra is recovering from surgery and was not in attendance.
Marilyn discussed her Treasurer’s Report. Beginning balance is $2441.54. Total income for November was
$525.03 for a year to date income of $3054.47. Total expenses for November were $736.25. There was a net
income loss of $211.22 for an ending balance of $2230.32. Audio Library Fund is $23.15. Delegate Balance
is $710.97. Treasurer’s Report was approved by consensus.
Christina-no report

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D – no report

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Ken – no report

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

Mark has flyers for the next speaker meeting on January 18th at 6:00 pm at 445 Recoleta. Mark will have to
step down as PI/PO rep. and he has a replacement in mind and will let Intergroup know soon.

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

Graciela discussed IDEA Day. She states that there were approximately 25 attendees. There were 3 speakers.
It was a great conference.
Barbara F doesn’t have a written letter to report. She discussed that she sold literature at IDEA Day. She has
ordered literature but hasn’t come in but on its way. We have pretty much everything. We have 7 copies of
the “For Today” workbook and we should be getting a VOR workbook at the beginning of the year. We also
have the 2nd edition of Abstinence book. Barbara reminded everyone that January is coming which usually
means newcomers may start attending meetings. She has quite a few newcomer packets available. She gave
Mark the 2nd key of the file cabinet and Mark has agreed to take it so Barbara doesn’t have both books.
Kay is next door leading the newcomer meeting.

Lea raffled a Lifeline subscription at IDEA Day. Barbara F was the winner of the raffle.
James has brought the mobile library and it is available.
Barbara F. has been going through the archives and has found some old items. She will discuss alternatives
during new business. She’s going to pass one of each around so everyone knows what they look like. She’s
putting archives together so if anyone else has things to give her, they can be given to her.
No old business.
Marilyn discussed her “IDEA Day” report. There was an income of $235.55 which includes registration,
raffle and soda/coffee. Expenses total $25.00 for room rent donation. This leaves a net income of $210.55. If
you have any other reports, give them to her and she will have a final report at the next Intergroup meeting.
Lea made a motion to accept the IDEA Report. Ken seconded the motion. Motion carried. NOTE: These
funds go directly into the Delegate fund.
Regarding the WSBC and Region III support for our WSBC delegate, Elaine has not heard from WSO on the
money that was requested.
Regarding the SAAI finance discussion, Elaine wants to look at the Year to Date Treasurer’s Report in order
to review where we are at this point of the year. Discussion followed on where we are with expenses vs.
income to see if we will be able to sustain our funds. There was much discussion. Clarification was given on
the type of expenses we have on a “per month” basis. After discussion, the idea of increasing the prudent
reserve came up. Based on our approximate monthly expenses, we may have to consider raising the amount
to account for the added funds needed. Barbara F made a motion that the prudent reserve be increased to the
amount equal to 3 months of current expenses. Ken seconded. After much discussion, voting took place.

Motion carried. The take away from this discussion was to encourage groups to donate!
The Spring 2014 Region III Assembly and Convention will take place February 28-March 2 at Irving, Texas.
Airfare is $200, Registration is $85. Hotel is $198. Meals are $553. We do not have a regional representative.
So, Elaine contacted one of the Intergroup members to consider being the representative. Barbara F made a
motion to approve funding to send a representative to the Region III Assembly and Convention on February
28-March 2, 2014. Ron seconded. After discussion, voting took place. Motion carried.
After discussion on who the representative would be, Barbara D made a motion to send Mary as the
representative to the Spring 2014 Region III Assembly and Convention. Graciela seconded. Motion carried.
Unity Day will be February 22. There will a 1:30 prayer around the world. Graciela gave a status report. She
is asking for help on finding a place. Discussion followed. Recommendation was made to ask meeting
representatives to ask what it would cost to host Unity day on February 22nd and get the information to
Graciela. Graciela asked to know within the next two weeks. Approximate times are 1:00 – 4:00 pm.
Barbara F discussed inventory of Literature items that include two old items that need discussion. One item is
a yellow “Step by Step”(SBS) book that was locally produced and sold for $2.50 and we have approximately
120 left. The 2nd item is a silver bookmark that was made by an Austin Intergroup specifically for SAAI and
made out of pure silver and sold for $25 and we have approximately 7 or 8 left. The silver was recently
priced and valued at $17 as of yesterday. Brainstorming followed. After much discussion, Barbara F. made a
motion that SAAI sell the silver bookmarks and SBS books and that any funds raised go to support delegate
and rep funding. Mary seconded. Voting took place. Motion carried. Discussion followed on how to sell both
items. After much discussion, 6 options were presented for both items as follows:
Options for SBS book are 1. Sell for $1.00 each. 2. Raffle one at each event. 3. Mary can take them to
Region III convention. 4. Advertise them in the Swan. 5. Advertise with Region III. 6. Sell with Literature.
Options for Silver Bookchain: 1. Use for special raffle. 2. Include one raffle at each event. 3. Sell for silver.
4. Mary takes to the Region III convention. 5. Advertise in the Swan. 6. Advertise in Region III.
Regarding the silver bookmark, Barbara D motioned that one go to Unity Day and the rest be sold for silver.
Sue seconded. After much discussion for and against the motion, voting took place. Motion failed. Other
options for both items remain open.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Information was not available regarding outreach to colleges and universities.
Alma announced how she went to VIA and told the OA story. There was also discussion on speaking with
veterans who are Diabetic about OA.
Slumber Falls will take place June 13-15. It was noted that this event is during Father’s day weekend.

ADJOURN

Barbara F reminded everyone that all money has to be kept separate. She will collect funds as needed.
Mary made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Ron seconded. Motion carried and meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted December 14, 2013

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
January 11, 2014
Minutes
James, Barbara D., Ken, Graciela, Curtis, Mary, Ron, Vera, Sue, Marilyn, Mark, Elaine, Christina K, Kay,
Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

PARLIAMENTARIAN
12 & 12

LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

ARCHIVES

Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Elaine asked everyone
to read Step 1 together. Vera read the 1st tradition.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent with corrections. Corrections were (1) the cost
for meals for the Region III Assembly and Convention is $70 for a total of $553 and (2) Unity Day should
read the it will include a united prayer at 1:30 local time since the actual time will depend on the time zone.
Deardra is not present.
Marilyn discussed the Treasurer’s Report. The beginning balance is $2230.32. Total income is $493.45. Total
expenses are $613.64. There was a net income loss of $120.19 to leave a balance of $2110.13. Groups were
reminded that they can mail their donations if they cannot make the meetings. Marilyn reviewed the IDEA
Day final report. There was a net income of $172.94.
Elaine thanked Marilyn for taking care of changing the prudent reserve to $650.00.
Christina doesn’t have the Swans but they will be ready soon so she can take the money during this meeting
and then distribute them beginning with Sunday’s meeting or she can meet with the others to give them out to
the reps. She will also have them available on PDF form. She sent around a signup sheet for people to sign up
to submit articles to the Swan. They can email Christina for more information. Barbara D stated that there
are still problems with the website. Christina stated that Gwen is taking care of web updates. After
discussions, information will be sent to Christina regarding Region III Unity with Diversity stories provided
by Elaine and stories from San Diego with information provided by Mary.
Barbara D. discussed the proposed discussion items that she summarized from what she received from WSO
and she gets ready for the conference. She is asking reps to go to their meeting to get feedback on whether
these items should be discussed. After discussion, Elaine summarized by stating that next month, we will
either vote on the whole thing or each one separately on whether this items should be discussed or not. Then,
Oralia will submit the results of the voting. NOTE: The voting will only be on whether to discuss them and
not on whether we agree or disagree on the items.
Ken made a motion to assign Mary to be the PI/PO representative. Oralia seconded. Voting took place.
Motion carried. Mary gave an update as she prepares for the conference. Elaine sent her the regional
materials and Graciela reminded her that she is expected to print them out when she goes to the conference.
Mary discussed the content of future speaker meeting flyers and said that she can work with others and get
this going for the next speaker meeting. Mark reminded everyone that we need an alternate location for the
speaker’s meeting. Elaine will ask if the Alban Room (this room) is available for future speakers meeting.
Ken discussed the concept of a quorum. He read the definition from Robert’s. Our definition is “anybody
here” since it’s hard to get everyone here.
Graciela discussed Unity Day. The theme will about the traditions. She will be contacting people to speak.
Ron will email flyer that he prepared to Oralia so it can be included with the minutes. Graciela reminded
everyone that she will need 4 speakers.
Regarding Slumber Falls, Elaine added that Ron has agreed to be point of contact for Slumber Falls retreat.
There was discussion on whether people can attend only one day only or the entire retreat. Ron discussed that
we may consider proposing that we have 1 set policy that if you sign up for the retreat and if you choose not
to spend the night or eat the meals, that’s your choice but it will be a set amount regardless of how long you
stay.
Barbara F is not present.
Kay is next door leading the Newcomer meeting.

Lea is absent.
James brought up the discussion of possibly purchasing 1-2 iPod and loading them with the audio library and
then make the iPod available for checkout. There was a lot of discussion on the pros and cons. Mark and
Christina stated that they are able to donate one iPod each to avoid purchasing one. After discussion, James
made a motion that we start with 2 donated iPod to use for checkout of audio library. Graciela seconded.
Motion carried. Marilyn added that we can use funds to buy more materials when needed.
Barbara F. was not present.

OLD BUSINESS

No old business

NEW BUSINESS

Michael submitted a request to begin a OA meeting in Devine. Michael emailed that he would like to table
this request until February.
Unity Day has already been discussed by Graciela.
Regarding WSBC and Region III support for WSBC delegate - $526.50 has been requested. Barbara D said
she would get the funds but amount was not specified. Region III will not support. After discussion, Elaine
proposed that we do not ask for Region III funding. Elaine asked the meeting representatives to be generous
to give to the delegate fund.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Regarding outreach to colleges & universities, Elaine is communicating with Trinity University. She is trying
to reach out to younger OA members to speak to college students.
No announcements

ADJOURN

Ron made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Curtis seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted January 11, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
February 8, 2014
Minutes
Elaine, Deardra, Bob C., Ron J., Lea B., Barbara D., Marilyn, Graciela, Curtis, Christina, Ken, Barbara F.,
Oralia, Ken

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Deardra read Step 2.
Elaine read the 2nd Tradition and 2nd concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent.
No report.
Marilyn discussed the Treasurer’s Report. We received as special donation of $426.00 from WSBC.
Beginning balance is $2110.13 with a total income of $652.95. Expenses total $237.75. There is a net
income of $415.20 for an ending balance of $2525.33.
Christina distributed the Swans for January and February.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Mary is healing but will attend the regional conference at the end of the month.

12 & 12

Graciela is working on Unity Day. She has confirmed the speakers. There was discussion on whether to have
a raffle or ask for donations. Discussion followed on possible options. Curtis suggested that we hold a raffle
and tell everyone that half of what is collected will go to OA and the winner will get the remaining half
collected. Everyone agreed.
Barbara F discussed the Literature Report. Barbara described the items from the report. There is an ending
balance of $47.70. She reminded everyone that inventory is not completely reconciled yet. The Literature
report was approved by general consent.
Kay in next door.

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

No report.

Lea will setup a table at Unity Day for Lifeline subscriptions. Discussion was held stating that the amounts
and forms are not correct when some of the OA members were trying to join online. Lea will look into this.
No report.

ARCHIVES

No report.

OLD BUSINESS

Elaine has not done any additional outreach. Trinity University has not updated their website with our
information.
Barbara D passed out copy of the proposed bylaws. It was time to vote from what the meeting reps brought
back from each meeting. The following is the result of the voting:
#6. – Voted as “no”
#A – Voted as “no”
#B – Voted as “yes”
#C – Voted as “yes”
#D – Voted as “yes”
#J – Voted as “yes”
Voting results will be completed and signed by Elaine and Oralia and submitted.
Regarding Step by Step booklet and the key chains, we had voted to sell the items. Some have already been
purchased and they will available through Unity Day.

NEW BUSINESS

Ken discussed the need to update the contact lists for “reaching out”, “sponsoring” and “speaker list”. He
sent the list around for anyone that wants to update or add his/her name to the list. He will keep track of who
took the form to their respective meetings
Bob wants to start an OA meeting in Canyon Lake. He is open to any suggestions or help on how to get
started. Discussion followed on how the various groups were started and Bob was provided with some ideas.
He is thinking of Fridays at noon and has talked to the library in Canyon Lake to be the site. Elaine described
the process that includes registering the meeting with WSO once the date, time and location is secured. This
new group will be provided $35.00 worth of materials to get started. Bob was appreciative of all suggestions.
Agenda item #3 is complete.
Regarding the Slumber Falls retreat, Ron announced that our speaker will be Jim Puckett from Utah. He
requested that Intergroup provide financial assistance to help get him here. Austin has provided $300 and
Ron is requesting assistance from Intergroup. Ron made a motion that SAAI help pay $300 for the Slumber
Falls speaker. Graciela seconded. Discussion followed. After much discussion, voting took place. Motion
carried.
Barbara F. discussed the 2014 Literature price increases. She passed out the form with new prices stating that
she added 12% shipping and handling to the prices. She also announced the VOR workbook is now available
priced as $12.35. The new prices are in effect as of now.
Marilyn discussed the PO Box rental increase and renewal. Deardra made a motion to pay the renewal price
for the year instead of for 6 months. Barbara D seconded. Motion passed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Regarding the Lifeline subscription rates, Lea has a new flyer with the correct amounts. She asked to try to
increase the number of Lifeline subscriptions for 2014. She passed out the flyers to pass out to their
respective meetings.

ADJOURN

Deardra made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Ken seconded. Motion carried and meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted February 8, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
March 8, 2014
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Ken, Marilyn, Barbara D., Barbara F., Sharon, Curtis, Mark, Mary, Deardra, Ron, Elaine, Sue, Christina

OPENING

RECORDING SECRETARY

Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Ken read the third step, tradition,
and concept.
Minutes were read by Mark S. and accepted by general consent.

VICE CHAIR

No report

TREASURER

Marilyn reported on Unity Day: Total income of $187.65, total expense of $32.13, and a net income of $155.52.
Approved by general consent. Marilyn gave treasurer’s report for the month of February: Total income of $763.74, total
expenses of $1077.91. There was a net income loss of $314.17. Ending balance for the month was $2211.16.
Christina reported that she is going to have to give up the secretary position when her time comes up in June. She also
needs someone to help check the website for updates and the OA San Antonio website. She is still willing to help with
SWAN and other service work related to communications.
Barbara D. submitted airfare reimbursement today. She reported that Roseanne, the founder of OA, recently died at 84
years old. There is a podcast available to listen to the memorial. Barbara and Christina will start publishing pieces of
WSO publication from World Service Business Conference. Barbara shared some of the info from that publication. Mary
reported on board of trustees strategic plan: Goals to increase focus on actions required for abstinence (2014), increase
focus on the necessity of working all 12 steps (2015), and increase focus on individual responsibility to carry the message
(2016).
Mary shared that there is a speaker meeting next Saturday at a new location, the Alban room at Reconciliation Episcopal
church. Mary is in the process of setting up a meeting of the PI/PO committee.
Ken talked about a new sign-up list for people willing to take calls, sponsors, and speakers. The list was passed around
for people to sign up. Ken reported that official reps or their delegates, intergroup officers, chairs, immediate past chairs
have the right to vote at Intergroup meetings
Ron shared information about Unity Day and the Slumber Falls retreat. Flyers were passed around for the Slumber Falls
retreat, which is June 13-15.
Barbara F. reported that a literature order was completed and that we now have the Voices of Recovery workbook.
Barbara F. reported on sales of silver key chains, which have brought in 72 dollars so far for delegate and rep fund, and
there are 7 left. Barbara F. suggested selling them to a silver dealer. Mary didn’t want to have them sold for silver and
made a motion that we keep to sell at future events. There was some discussion about it. The motion to hold on to them
and sell carried.
Kay was next door with a newcomer.

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO DELEGATE/REGION
III REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

12 & 12
LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/ “WELCOME
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN
Respectfully Submitted 03/08/14

Mark
Recording for Oralia

Lea is not present.
Elaine shared agenda item – that James has info from Los Angeles to add to the audio library. Ken asked if there was a
cost involved. Elaine stated that it is only the cost of the blank cd’s. Ron and Barbara both pointed out that many podcasts
are available on the OA website.
Barbara F. reported that she has moved out of her home and everything is in storage, but she will be putting it together
and finalizing it.
Elaine shared that there has not been any additional outreach to Trinity U. Sharon is going to pick up $35 to get started
with the Canyon Lake new meeting. Sharon is placing flyers around the Canyon Lake area. Elaine stated that this meeting
is registered with WSO.
Elaine shared that James has requested $100 for the audio library fund. Elaine stated that $123 has been raised for the
fund thus far this year. Sharon made a motion that James be reimbursed. The motion carried. Mary cancelled hotel for
region III, but airfare was nonrefundable. Elaine stated that Mary will be reimbursed for her airfare. Lynn brought in a
tabletop trifold board for OA that can be used for various health fairs and other outreach opportunities.
Elaine shared flyers about the Heart of Texas Intergroup 12 Step Within Workshop. Ken reiterated that the
call/sponsor/speaker sign-up list is available and still going around. Barbara F. suggested that next Saturday at 5:00 we
have a literature re-pricing party.
Elaine adjourned the meeting at 10:30 am and we closed with the Serenity Prayer

San Antonio Area Intergroup
April 12, 2014
Minutes
ATTENDEES

Elaine, Valerie, Graciela, Curtis, Deardra, Barbara D, Marilyn, Bob L., Ron, Mary, Oralia L, James, Leah , Sue, Christina,
Barbara F

OPENING
RECORDING SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Valerie read Step 4 and the 4th Tradition.
Oralia thanked Mark for taking the minutes for last month’s SAAI meeting. Minutes were read by Oralia. Mary requested to add
that her canceling the hotel was due to a personal injury. Minutes were accepted with revisions by general consent.
No report.

TREASURER

Marilyn discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Beginning balance is $2,211.16 for a total income of $521.70. There was a net income
loss of $608.09 for an ending balance of $1,603.07.

COMMUNICATIONS

Christina has the Swans available. She’s still looking for someone to take over. She added that she will have to give up the
newsletter as well. Christina stated how some meeting groups do not pick up their Swan standing orders and she has to try to
trace them down. She suggested that we should only hold them for a specific amount of time. Barbara D made a motion that the
standing order of Swan would be canceled after 1 month of not getting picked up. Ron seconded. Motion carried.
Barbara D is getting ready to go to the conference. She reviewed the 2013 Fellowship Inventory results with the group. She will
be doing her best at the conference and welcomes any suggestions from anyone. All of our recommended amendments passed.
She will have a report for the May meeting. Elaine stated that the next Region III Convention and Assembly will be in Tampa,
Arizona on August 8-10 and she asked Mary to begin thinking about attending.
Mary discussed the PI/PO meeting from March 29th. She plans to send out public service announcements and will contact James.
James has one left and he will bring it. These were TV Audio’s with 60/30/15 second spots (DVD). He recommends that some
get purchased. The 2014 Courier is available to take to meetings and ask members to take them to their doctors. This is the flyer
specifically for the doctors. Flyers are being worked on for the next speaker’s meeting. There was much discussion on what
steps to follow regarding the PSA’s. After some discussion, Mary made a motion to purchase 4 PSA audios at $15.00 each. Ron
seconded motion. Discussion followed. Voting took place. Motion carried.
Ron discussed an update on Slumber Falls. We are ½ sold out and have 5 day spots left.

WSO DELEGATE/REGION
III REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Ken is absent.

12 & 12

No report.

LITERATURE

Barbara F passed out the new Order Forms and added some corrections to the forms. She reminded everyone that most of the
prices went up. The price increases are not on the website. She will make the corrections and will email them to Elaine who will
help with making sure it’s on the website. Three new meetings have gotten their packages. Barbara F made a motion to give the
literature fund $100 to replace the literature that the 3 groups already got. Barbara D seconded. Motion carried.
Kay is absent. Leah is sitting in the meeting next door.

NEWCOMER/ “WELCOME
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

No report.
James discussed his plan to secure more recordings.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F reported that the archives are on hold until April 15th.

OLD BUSINESS

Elaine discussed that she spoke with Trinity, UTSA, OLLU, St. Mary’s, and Texas Lutheran University regarding outreach. She
will give Mary information regarding the Alamo Colleges.
Elaine needs to gather a Nominating Committee for the 2014-2015 SAAI Board and Chairs. Christina and Marilyn stated they
will be stepping down from their positions. She asked if anyone is willing to serve on the nominating committee. Curtis, Barbara
F and Graciela agreed to be on the nominating committee.
Elaine asked if anyone was interested in positions within SAAI. Elaine, Barbara D and Oralia agreed to stay on and be
considered for their current positions. Elaine reminded everyone to bring this to their meeting and see if anyone is interested in
running. Barbara F reminded all that the bylaws are in the website for the job responsibilities if anyone is interested.
Elaine announced that new meetings are in place on Tuesdays at 7:00 and another in Devine on Wednesdays at 6:30.

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Deardra made a motion to adjourn. Garciela seconded. Meeting adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted April 12, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
May 10, 2014
Minutes
Elaine, Deardra, Melinda, Lynn, Curtis, Sharon, Mary Rose, Ron, Ken, Michael, James, Barbara F., Marilyn,
Leah

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Melinda read Step 5.
Ron read the 5th Tradition. Sharon read the 5th concept.
Minutes were read by Deardra. Ken stated that the date needed to be corrected and Barbara F had emailed
some corrections. Ken and Barbara’s corrections had already been added. Minutes were accepted with
changes by general consent.
Deardra – no report
Marilyn discussed the Treasurer’s Report. Beginning balance is $1603.07 with a total income of $2345.36.
Total expenses are $504.74 for an ending balance of $3,443.69. Marilyn reminded all to keep Slumber Falls
expenses in mind.
Christina out of town.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Mary- no report. She did pass out the Speaker’s meeting flyer

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Mary reports that she purchased the 4 videos for PI purposes. Regarding outreach, Mary stated that she was
unable to meet with the Bariatric Committee. Elaine is in communications with UTSA. Sue will create a list
of the TV stations so that PSA’s can be sent out.
Ken reported that bylaws state that requirements for nominations for the board may be waived.

12 & 12

Graciela is absent.

LITERATURE

Barbara F reminded everyone that there is a revised pricing list available. We now have Young People’s
packet. Also, Voices of Recovery and For Today workbooks are now available. The Abstinence book is now
available in Spanish.
Barbara discussed her report. The ending balance is $190.73. There is still some reconciliation needed but
this should be pretty close. Literature was also given to the new meetings.
Leah sat in for the Newcomer meeting.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

No report
James reminded everyone that the audio library is available for checkout.
Barbara F reminded everyone to give her any materials that are dated 2013 or before. They can be given to
her to they can be kept for archives.
Ron gave an update on Slumber Falls. 12 slots are still open for the entire retreat. Day trips are full and
anyone still wanting to attend will be put on a waiting list.
1.

2.

3.

Sue read the Report for the WSO Conference for Barbara D who is not present. She also included a
handout of the amendments that passed and failed. She passed out some new book marks with OA
information that can be given at meetings and gave some to all of the reps. There will be a free 55th
OA birthday celebration in early 2015 and more information will be given later. She also brought
some cards that contain OA information that can be passed out to everyone to leave at doctor’s
offices and other locations.
Discussion followed on purchasing WSBC MP3 or CD’s. Deardra made a motion to purchase the
MP3’s and was seconded by Sharon. Discussion followed. Marilyn discussed her concerns about the
expense. After discussion, voting took place and motion passed. Marilyn requested to note that she
voted against the motion.
Curtis reported the results of the 2014-2015 SAAI Board and Chairs Nominating Committee. Curtis
reports the following slate: Chair-Elaine, Vice-Chair-Deardra, Treasurer-Eva, Communications
Secretary-vacant, Recording Secretary-Oralia, WSO Delegate-Barbara D, Region 3 representativeCurtis, Parliamentarian-Suzanne B, PI/PO – Mary, Literature and Archives-Barbara F., Newcomer
Meeting-Leah, Lifeline-Marilyn, 12/12 – Ron/Graciela, Audio Library – James, and Sharon will
help with answering the phone.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Christina has offered to train whoever replaces her. She will keep the Swan as someone new comes
in. Voting will take place in the June meeting. Elaine also offered to take on the duties of
Communications Secretary if someone wishes to be the Chair.
4. The Annual Sponsorship Workshop was discussed. This event was called “Working Together” but
was cancelled due to poor attendance. An annual event was recommended to take place instead.
Discussion followed on the date and location. Elaine will work on finding a place and a date. August
was recommended since there is no Speaker meeting at that time. August 23rd is a tentative date for
now since the Club 12 anniversary is the 16th. More information will follow.
Marilyn reminded everyone that August is TAPE LIBRARY MONTH. Meeting reps are asked to pass out a
basket to collect for the audio library. Ken reviewed the qualifications for the board positions.

Sharon moved to adjourn the meeting and Deardra seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted May 10, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
June 7, 2014
Minutes
Valerie, Tori, Ron J., Mary Rose, Barbara D., Denise, Lynn B., Elaine, Graciela, Deardra, Ken, Bob C.,
Curtis, James, Sue, Marilyn, Eva, Barbara F., Mark, Oralia

OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

Elaine opened the meeting with a moment of silence followed by the Serenity Prayer. Tori read Step 6 and
the 6thTradition. Elaine read the 6th concept.
Minutes were read by Oralia and accepted by general consent.
No report.

TREASURER

Marilyn discussed the Treasurer’s Report. The beginning balance is $3442.57. Total expenses $1081.14. Net
income $765.19 Ending balance is $2049.60.

COMMUNICATIONS

Chrstina-absent.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara D shared the “A Searching and Fearless Fellowship Inventory” booklet and added that it can be
shared at meetings. A memoriam booklet was passed out. There is a Lifeline raffle to help get to the goal of
10,000 Lifeline subscriptions for 2014. June 30 is the next deadline. There will be a fundraiser for Region III.
The fundraiser will be a raffle for a cruise to Belize and Cozumel. Raffle tickets are $10 each or 3 for $25. A
sign-up sheet is available for anyone wanting to take raffle tickets to their meetings. There are also Couriers
available to take to doctors’ offices. Barbara D will discuss public outreach next month

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
PARLIAMENTARIAN
12 & 12
LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

Mary – no report
Ken discussed the “reach out” list, “sponsor” list and “speaker” list. He has a sign-in so that the meeting reps
can pick up their packets.
Graciela discussed that all beds are filled for Slumber Falls. Currently, there is a waiting list.
There is a 2nd revised pricing list. Barbara F. discussed the Literature Report. There is a beginning balance of
$190.73. After income and expenses, there is an ending balance of $247.22. Barbara F. asked reps to take the
revised pricing list to their meetings. She reminded everyone about the new literature including the Voices of
Recovery workbook, For Today workbook and the Young People’s packet.

James - no report.
Barbara F. is collecting items for archives. She is asking outgoing board members to pass on their
information to new board members as needed.
No old business
Curtis reviewed the 2014 SAAI Board and Chairs slate for election.
Chair – Lynn G., Vice-Chair- Deardra, Treasurer-Eva, Recording Secretary-Oralia, Communication/SWAN
– Elaine, Parliamentarian – Suzanne, WSO – Barbara D., Region III Rep-Curtis, Audio-James, ArchivesBarbara F., Website updates- Glen, PI/PO Chair – Mary, Meeting Phoneline –Sharon., Lifeline- Marilyn
Welcome Back – Lea, 12/12 – Ron/Graciela. Ron made a motion to vote on the current slate and Barbara D
seconded. Motion carried. Elaine thanked the nominating committee for their hard work.
Regarding the Region III Convention and Assembly on August 8-10, 2014 in Tempe, AZ, Curtis will attend
as our Region III rep. After discussion, Deardra made a motion to pay the $85 registration fee. Ken seconded.
Motion carried.
Regarding the Reach Out list, Ken has completed the task. He recommends that whoever takes this task
refresh the list every 6 months to keep it current.
Ken reports that there will be a Speaker meeting on July 19th at 6:00 at this location. Flyer can go out in the

next week and emailed to Elaine.
The Annual sponsorship workshop will be on August 23rd. More information will be provided next month.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Barbara D reminded everyone to see her if anyone wants raffle tickets for the cruise raffle. Elaine thanked
everyone for their service. Ken also thanked Elaine for service as Chair.

ADJOURN

Ron made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Graciela seconded. Meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted Month June 7, 2014

Oralia L.
Recording Secretary

ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

San Antonio Area Intergroup
July 10, 2010
Minutes
Barbara F., Donna, Earl, Elaine, Heather, James, JoAnne, Gary, Graciela, Ken, Lea, Lori, Sharon V., Susan,
Vera
Melanie opened the meeting with Serenity Prayer. James read the 12 Traditions. Lea read the 12 Concepts.
Melanie thanked Lynn, Terry, Barbara D. and Pam W for their SAAI 2009-2010 service. Special thanks to
Sandy J for Swan/El Cisne contributions (interim literature)
Lorie B. and Christina are new Swan/El Cisne editors.
Thanks to Ken for his service as Vice Chair.
Corrections: remove “password sentence”
Remove “today” from literature.
Delegate: Mary Olive is alternate.
Approved by General Consent.
Thank you for service at group and intergroup levels. Please urge other SAAI representative to attend SAAI
monthly meetings
Sharon presented July 2010 treasurer report and reviewed income and expenses and net loss of $488.47.
$1,747.72 available. Additional funds will be needed for August Region III conference. Sharon needs $9.00
Swan receipt.
Barbara: Move to fund PO Box for 6 months. 2nd by James. Discussion: Consistent PO Box facilitates
communication. Passed.
Approved by General Consent.
JoAnne provided written report on SAAI Communications Secretary. No Swans/El Cisne available today and
will be distributed to meetings. Lori is working with Sandy J during Swan/El Cisne transition.
Graciela—Region III is experiencing financial challenges and hosting 3 fundraisers- cruise, Serenity sun
visors (4 colors available) and quilt fundraiser. 9th tool, Action Plan pamphlet, will be presented at 2011
WSO. Request to read Big Book verbatim and not change words to suit OA, and do not read promises
separately as they are result of working steps.
$150 delegate funding request only be made if needed by intergroups, or request only partial funding to
insure funding is available for other intergroups.
Meeting Saturday, July 17 2pm at Starbucks at 281 & 1604 to brainstorm PI/PO outreach. Melanie provided
hard copy “Professional Community Courier”.
Great retreat at Slumber Falls and Francine, guest speaker, made it interactive. Kim G and Lynn G will chair
2011 Slumber Falls and deposit was rolled over. Lea presented preliminary Slumber Falls financial report.
IDEA day on November 20. Let Earl know your theme ideas.
Heather provided oral reports. Barbara has bank account information.
Please purchase discontinued items so Heather can purchase additional items.
Heather prefers e-mail orders by Tuesday before monthly intergroup hfstanush@gmail.com, 830-237-4026,
and will be on literature link on SAAI website.
Lea is hosting newcomer meeting.

MaryOlive absent. Melanie provided 2011 monthly topics and encouraged us to submit.
Gary encouraged others to return items or give to Ken and he will get items to Gary.

ARCHIVES

Barbara encouraged others to submit items from SAAI, Region III and WSO.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan D. reminder: Use “I move…” to make motion .

OLD BUSINESS

2010 Bylaws approved in June 2010 and will be available on SAAI website. New/current SAAI Board and
chair need to retrieve/review from website.
Heather is new literature chair effective July 2010.
Motion: Barbara F. requested remove Terry Calkins and add Heather Stanush for literature signature card.
Maintain Barbara Fetech on literature bank card. 2nd Vera. Passed.
Motion: Send Region III representative, Graciela, to Tempe, AZ Region III August 13-15 conference.
Joanne. 2nd Gary. Passed.
Motion: Request $150 Region III delegate funding. JoAnne, 2nd Gary. Passed.
Estimate costs: $200 for airfare (combined with Graciela’s personal trip to OA 50th conference) , $80
registration fee, hotel $95 per night- may have roommate for 2 nights. $380.

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Motion: Delegate/Region III rep purchase up to $75 per convention for audio library. Barbara. 2nd Vera.
Passed.
2010-2011 Brainstorm session will be done in August or September.
Update Sponsor, Reach out and Speaker list- Elaine will begin the revisions.
Melanie explained meeting highlights: 9th tool, encourage delegate funding, SAAI representation, and
service. Do 12th step service on July 12.
Step Ahead, local SAAI, publication available.
A meeting that closed has donated literature back to SAAI. Conference approved literature will be donated to
newest meeting, Thursday Anorexics & Bulimics. Non conference approved literature will be distributed to
interested SAAI individuals.
Motion to adjourn: Sharon V/

Respectfully Submitted July 10, 2010
______________________________________________
Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

San Antonio Area Intergroup
August 14, 2010
Minutes
Ann, Barbara Diane, Elaine, Heather, James, JoAnne, Joy, Kathy, Ken, Lucille, Lynn, Mary Olive, Melanie,
Sharon, and Susan.
Melanie opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. Lucille read the 12 Traditions.
July 2010 minutes approved by general consent.
Ken enjoyed the parliamentarian quiz. Thank you all for your service. Going to meeting and keeping it going
is service and these will be discussed later in the meeting.
Sharon reviewed Slumber Falls final financial report: Net profit was $414.49. $207.25 was sent to HOT IG
(Heart of Texas) . Scholarship donation was $82.70 and split 50% to HOT IG and SAAI. August 2010
treasurer report shows net income $571.34 ($1,514.54 income and $943.20 expenses).
Both reports approved by general consent.
JoAnne (communications secretary interim) provided report.
1) If changes in meeting, please send changes to Communications Secretary. Meeting list will only be
updated when changes occur.
2) August 2010 Swan/El Cisne is available - .25 per copy
3) Meeting lists will only be printed when revised.
Graciela is attending Region III in Tempe, AZ.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

James provided written report. FitCity Health Fair, Sept 28 from 10am to 2pm . Need volunteers to staff
booth. Lots of PI/PO service opportunities upcoming.

LITERATURE

Heather provided cash flow, inventory and monthly literature reports. New pamphlets are expected in
September. Heather requests all literature order be placed 1st Friday of the month. Literature reports approved
by general consent. Order forms with new contact information are available.
Lea is at newcomer meeting.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Earl B. absent. IDEA Day is Nov. 20.

MaryOlive has $15 for Lifeline subscription. No report.
Gary absent.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. is still collecting items for archives—SAAI, Region III and WSO items are still needed.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan provided parliamentarian quiz. Parliamentary Inquiry is used to obtain information about meeting
procedure. Previous Question means if adopted by a two-thirds vote, debate ends and a vote is immediately
taken.
Sept. 11, 11:30 to 1:00pm short range (present to July 2011) planning meeting so SAAI to achieve WSO
membership retention goals, prepare for Region III and WSO, and to carry OA message to San Antonio.

OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Elaine will send reach out, sponsor and speaker list to all. Please distribute to meetings, obtain corrections
and send to Elaine.
Sharon submitted resignation as Treasurer. Please ask your meetings for an individual to step up to serve as
Treasurer.
PI/PO proposals:
1) Motion: James requests to purchase 10 PSA CDs radio spots for a cost of $150. 2ndSharon. Passed.
2) Motion: James requests to purchase muchadonew.com ad—3 lines for 3 months for a cost of $51.
2nd Barbara. Passed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Melanie provided OA-approved literature list, or check online catalog www.oa.org or call WSO to receive
printed catalog.
Thursday 7pm La Hacienda Treatment Center needs support. Melanie asks that individuals sign up to attend
the meeting. Meeting was vandalized and all literature was stolen.
Melanie read Lifeline—Meeting on the Go, page 4, on what makes a meeting successful.
Barbara F. moved to donate all discontinued literature to Thursday meeting. If literature is not needed, it will
be donated to PI/PO for their use. 2nd JoAnne. Susan D: friendly amendment: Donate Big Book and OA 12
& 12, and 3 Anorexics & Bulimics pamphlets. Accepted by Barbara and JoAnne. Passed.
Lynn G is interim treasurer.
Sharon V. moved to adjourn.

Respectfully Submitted September 11, 2010
______________________________________________
Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12
LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

San Antonio Area Intergroup
September 11, 2010
Minutes
Ann, Barbara D., Barbara F., Delia, Elaine, Graciela, Ken, Kim, Lynn, Melanie
Melanie opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. Graciela read the 12 Traditions. Ann read the 12
Concepts.
Corrections: Add attendee- Barbara F.
Approved by general consent.
Ken reviewed update Reach out, Sponsor and Speaker process, and circulated hard copy for SAAI to make
any changes. Ken will also provide hard copies to meetings.
Lynn provided oral Sept. 2010 treasurer report. Income: Expenses: $308.48 Net Income: $ 457.78. Slumber
Fall report was amended after receiving Slumber Falls meal count refund. SAAI net profit : $253.XX.
Approved by general consent. Lynn will e-mail report to Elaine.
JoAnne was absent. Lori has Sept. Swan/El Cisne.
Graciela provided Region III OA Convention in October 22-24 in Galveston. New Region III website.
Graciela spoke at OA 50th birthday celebration- Unity in Diversity and did a workshop- both in Spanish. OA
50th birthday CDs have arrived. Region III CDs have not been received. Graciela wrote Region III article for
Sept. Swan/El Cisne.
Region III raised $600 for quilt and won by Arizona OA member. Encourage others to attend cruise. New
Region III Steering Committee.
James absent

Earl absent
Heather absent. Heather resigned as Literature Chair. Need Literature Chair. Barbara F provided literature,
cash flow and inventory reports. Approved by general consent. Barbara F substituted for Heather today.
Julie is hosting newcomer meeting.

MaryOlive absent. Melanie encouraged others to sign up for online or hard copy subscription.
Gary absent.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. requests materials.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan D. provided parliamentarian quiz. Bylaws are the highest body of rules in an organization. Quorum is
the minimum number of members who must be present for business to be transacted.
Reach out, Sponsor and Speaker list being updated. Indicate when you are available.
Sept. 28 Health Fair- SAAI will not participate.
SAAI brainstorming meeting at 11:30am today.

OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS

Slumber Falls profit proposal
1. Barbara F. moved $212.54 be used for Delegate/Region III funding. 2nd Elaine. Passed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Need Treasurer and Literature Chair.
9th tool, Action Plan.
Encourage contributions to Delegate and Region III.
Encourage SAAI representation.
Wednesday 9am Spanish meeting has been going for the last 3 months and is looking for a new location.
Susan moved to adjourn.

Respectfully Submitted October 9, 2010
______________________________________________
Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
October 9, 2010
Minutes
Barbara D., Barbara F. Clo, Deardra, Delia, Elaine, Graciela, James, Lea, Leigh, Lynn, Melanie, Susan.

OPENING

Graciela read the 12 Traditions. James read the 12 Concepts. Individuals introduced themselves. M

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Correction: Graciela provided OA Convention brochure in October 22-24 in Galveston.
Attendees: Add Susan
Approved by general consent
Ken absent.

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Lynn provided amended September 2010 report reflecting $36 donation for Special donation- Public
Information, and $36 expense for Swan. Net change is zero.
Barbara F. Motion to accept amended Sept. 2010. 2nd Susan. Passed.
Lynn provided October 2010 treasurer report. Net income: $532.50 Net expenses: $644.19 Net loss $111.69.
Approved by general consent.
JoAnne provided Communication report and updated meeting list. JoAnne updated WSO e-mail address:
OASAAI@live.com. OA members send experience, strength and hope for SWAN/EL CISNE contributions
to saoaswan@gmail.com. JoAnne reviewed Communication changes. SAAI relieved Swan/El Cisne editor of
responsibilities due to communication challenges. SAAI will meet after today’s intergroup to develop
grievance process. JoAnne volunteered to serve as Communications Chair. JoAnne will publish October
digital Swan/El Cisne within 2 days. JoAnne moved to publish 4 page hard copy. 2nd: James. Approved
general consent.
Graciela encouraged others to register for Region III Cruise. Lynn has raffle tickets for cruise and drawing
will be done on IDEA day.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

Pamphlets delivered to Sept. Health Fair. Health Fair board is back in SAAI possession. James has 2
openings for Media and Health Fair coordination.

LITERATURE

Barbara, Interim Literature Chair, provided oral reports. Sold $319.80 literature in Sept. Discontinued items,
valued at $14.15 are available. 361.37 purchased from OA. 42.50 purchased from CSO. Barbara will send
reports to Elaine. Barbara F. moved that literature fund have additional $100 for purchases. 2nd Graciela.
Approved by general consent.
Lea covered newcomer meeting.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Earl absent

MaryOlive absent.
Gary absent. Deardra requests outstanding items be returned.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. still collecting archive materials and will have display at IDEA Day.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan provided parliamentarian quiz. A main motion brings business before the assembly . If a member
makes a motion that is not in order the chair may suggest an alternate motion.
Ken submitted updated Reach out, sponsor and speaker meeting list to Elaine. Send all changes to Elaine.
Long range/brainstorming meeting held on Sept. 11 and identified the coming year’s events.
E-books available at bookstore.oa.org: OA 12 & 12, 12 Step workbook, 4th step inventory guide available as
downloaded pdf. These items may affect OA inventory.
Election: 2010-2011 Communications Secretary
Nominee: JoAnne
Susan moved that JoAnne be elected by acclamation. 2nd by Barbara D. Passed.

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Share SAAI agenda with meetings.
Encourage SAAI representation
Houston/Galveston Conference – Oct 22-24.
Send literature orders to bfetech@hotmail.com.
Thursday 7pm meeting was robbed.

ADJOURN

Respectfully Submitted November 13, 2010
Elaine Lang (electronic signature)
Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR

San Antonio Area Intergroup
November 13, 2010
Minutes
Alma, Barbara D., Barbara F. Clo, Deardra, Delia, Earl, Gary, Graciela, James, JoAnne, Ken, Lea, Leigh,
Lynn, Melanie, Sharon, Vera,
Melanie opened the meeting with the Serenity prayer, Graciela read the 12 Traditions. James read the 12
Concepts. Individuals introduced themselves.
Absent
Ken reported Excel sheets will be updated and available at our IDEA Day.

TREASURER

Barbara F. filled in for Lynn, See reports, Oct Report corrected beginning balance $2776.84, ending balance
$2665.15, net loss ($111.69). Passed General Consent. November report: beginning balance $2665.15,
ending balance $2567.53, net loss ($97.53). Passed General Consent.

COMMUNICATIONS

Joanne handed out report. See handout. Highlight is IDEA Day in the SWAN, and abstinence. Focus on the
December 12th, 12th step service. Notify Joanne with any changes to SWAN, announcements and etc .
saoaswan@gmail.com

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Raffle for cruise is Nov. 20th. Cruise cut-off date is Dec. 31st for current prices

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

James reported 35 PR announcements about the holidays and IDEA. Health Fair board will be on display at
IDEA day. 4 people in OA are available for Media interviews. Anyone else available, please contact James
D.

12 & 12

Earl reported IDEA Day is good. Scheduled at Shearer Hills Baptist Church, Nov. 20th@ 9:30 (Registration),
10:00-1:00.
Barbara F. (interim) October report and November report read and attached.

LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Lea not present and no report

ARCHIVES

Barbara F.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Absent

Need a representative. Mary Olive sent resignation this month. Call Melanie or Ken if interested.
Gary working with Joanne and Graciela to update Library list.
Items will be at IDEA Day to see all we have done over the years.

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

Motion by Barbara F. that all proceeds from IDEA Day, Nov. 20, 2010 go to the delegate fund. Passed by
general consent.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

12/12/2010, focus on the 12 step. Make suggestions at meetings to make this day special.
Meetings need to be prepared for Newcomers after the 1st of the year.
Encourage people to get involved in intergroup. Explain what intergroup is and does at your
meetings and suggest sponsees to get involved in some level of service.

ADJOURN

Motion for meeting to be adjourned by Ken. All in favor, passed. Closed with the serenity prayer.

Respectfully Submitted December 11, 2010
Melanie Allison-Dean(electronic signature)
Melanie Allison-Dean

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

San Antonio Area Intergroup
December 11, 2010
Minutes
Alma, Ann, Barbara F., Clo, Delia, Elaine, Graciela, James, Ken, Leigh, Lynn, Melanie, Susan
Melanie opened the meeting with Serenity Prayer. Graciela read the 12 Traditions. Katherine read the 12
Concepts. Individuals introduced themselves.
October 2010 minutes approved by general consent.
November 2010 minutes correction: Lynn absent, Sharon V took Nov. minutes and transcribed by Melanie
A-D. Ginger was attendee.
Approved by general consent.
IDEA day was wonderful: thanks to all for participating. Ken has been to most meeting and has updated Nov.
2010 reach out, speaker and sponsor lists. Take a copy to your meeting and have someone make copies.
Lynn provided December 2010 treasurer report for Nov. expenses and income. Total Income $1,054.73,
expenses $534.89 (extra Swan/El Cisne copies for IDEA day) and net income $519.84. Approved by general
consent. IDEA Day preliminary report provided. Income was $443.95, expenses $97.19, net income
$346.76. Approved general consent.
Ken and Barbara explained how delegate donations are handled.
JoAnne is out of town. Katherine provided report. Coming attractions in Swan/El Cisne will be updated after
JoAnne returns.
Graciela reported person in Colorado Springs won Region III cruise. Price goes up on Jan. 1, 2011.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

James sent out radio PSAs and will follow up with PSA radio directors.

LITERATURE

Barbara F, interim literature, provided monthly literature, cash flow and inventory reports. Approved by
general consent
Lea is hosting newcomer

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY
ARCHIVES
PARLIAMENTARIAN

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Earl absent

Opening available and Gary is unofficially handling this responsibility.
Gary absent.
Barbara is collecting archive materials. Graciela turned in WSO reports to Melanie and will be passed to
Barbara.
Susan provided the Dec. parliamentarian quiz. If bylaws require an election by ballot, this provision cannot
be suspended, even by a unanimous vote. Division of the question means to separate a motion into 2 or more
parts, each capable of standing as separate motions.
None
Motion to send $99 registration fee with registration form for WSBC, April 25-30. 2nd Delia. Passed.
Graciela will attend.
12/12/2010 is Sunday. Do 12th step work and there are many ways to do so. Check out OA 12 & 12 at local
library because if not checked out books are removed from circulation. Make 12 phone calls. Call someone
who hasn’t been at a meeting lately.
See Ken or Melanie if you are interested in working on Sponsorship workshops. There are very few sponsors
at current meetings. Last sponsor workshop was January 2009.
Lynn moved to adjourn,, 2nd Ken. Passed

Respectfully Submitted January 8, 2011
Elaine Lang (electronic signature)
Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES

San Antonio Area Intergroup
January 8, 2011
Minutes
Barbara, Clo, Deardra, Elaine, Graciela, James, Joy, Katherine, Ken, Kristina, Leigh, Melanie, Susan

RECORDING
SECRETARY

Melanie opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. James read the 12 Traditions. Katherine read the 12
Concepts.
Elaine read the Dec. 2010 minutes.
Corrections: Make 12 phone calls on 12/12/2010 for 12th step work.

VICE CHAIR

Ken encouraged attendees to ask others to attend Intergroup.

TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

Lynn presented Jan 2011 treasurer report. Income $343.68 and expenses were $391.98. Net loss $48.30.
Delegate funds collected $3,844.25. Year to date figures are incorrect and will be corrected.
Approved by general consent
IDEA Day net income $346.76 will be used for delegate funding.
Katherine substituted for JoAnne. No hard copies of Swan/El Cisne today. Will be sent via e-mail.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Barbara Diane will attend WSBC in April 2011. Region III Assembly and convention will be March 18-19
in Houston and Graciela will attend. She serves on 12 & 12 committee. Service opportunity: Region III 12 &
12 Committee Chair opening.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

James requested that phone line be updated. Contact James if you can do this service. 4 PSA directors
contacted at media outlets. There is an OA TV beta tape and KSAT agreed to run OA tape.
Contact James if you want to assist PI/PO.
Press release to be sent on 2/1/2011 for Unity Day, 2/26/2011
Earl absent and has resigned from this position. Qualifications are available in bylaws on SAAI website.
Melanie encouraged others to step up for this service. Immediate need for Unity Day leader.
Barbara provided January literature, cash flow and inventory reports.
Approved by general consent.
OA prices have increased and new order forms will be updated after February 2011 intergroup. Barbara will
also check with Central Services Office for AA literature price increases.
Please do not walk through Newcomer meeting on Saturday after intergroup as it disturbs sharing and
newcomers do not know those walking through are OA members. Please exit through one of the other rooms.
Leave Saturday literature order outside Bridget room door and Lea will put in Saturday literature box.
Gary absent

OPENING

12 & 12
LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Gary absent

ARCHIVES

Barbara is still collecting literature.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan distributed the parliamentarian quiz. The motion to “lay on the table” means to temporarily set aside a
motion because something of immediate urgency has arisen, with a time to set to resume consideration.
A meeting at which the proceedings are secret is called an executive session.
None

OLD BUSINESS
NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Need Unity Day leader.
Barbara D will attend WSBC, April 25-30, 2011. Melanie encouraged attendees to attend Region III
assembly in Houston, March 18-19.
New Friday morning Spanish meeting, 660 N. Main, Suite 100, across from main library at 8:30am. Once
new meeting is listed with OA, SAAI will provide $35 start up literature credit.
Service positions: Treasurer, literature, lifeline representative, and 12 & 12.
Encourage meetings to send representatives.
Encourage delegate/ Region III rep funding at meeting.
Unity Day, Feb. 26. Location TBD
January 15- OA’s birthday
Check out Region III website www.oaregion3.org and attend March 18-19 Assembly in Houston.
Dallas Metro Intergroup Annual Convention, Feb. 25-27, www.oadallas.org
Need person to update phone line.
Elaine moved to adjourn, 2nd Ken. Passed.

Respectfully Submitted February 12, 2011
Elaine Lang

RECORDING
SECRETARY

San Antonio Area Intergroup
February 12, 2011
Minutes
Barbara F., Christina, Clo, Deardra, Dory, Elaine, Graciela, Janet, JoAnne, Ken, Lynn, Melanie, Sharon V.,
Susan
Melanie opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. Susan read the 12 Traditions. Dory read the 12
Concepts. Individuals introduced themselves. Melanie explained how intergroup works.
Corrections: Gary is not Lifeline representative.
Approved by general consent.

VICE CHAIR

No report

TREASURER

Lynn, interim treasurer, moved to renew PO Box for 6 months. 2nd Barbara. Passed.
Lynn distributed Feb. 2011 treasurer report. Income $388.18 and expenses $293.03. Net income $95.15.
Year to date has been corrected. Approved by general consent.
JoAnne: Moved to request Region III funding.
Amended: Motion to request Region III funding on a case by case basis.. 2nd to Amendment: Dory. Passed.
Lynn: Moved to not request Region III funding for March 2011 Regional Assembly. 2nd JoAnne. Discussion:
Since SAAI can afford the registration, lodging and travel, SAAI will not request Region III funding. Passed.
JoAnne provided Communications report. Meeting list was updated and provided. JoAnne circulated WSO
meeting contacts and asked each attendee to validate the contact information.
Discussion of distributing Swan/El Cisne digitally, and option for group to request standing hard copy.
Barbara moves to fund Graciela as Region III representative March 2011 in Houston. 2nd. Passed.

ATTENDEES
OPENING

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

James absent.

LITERATURE

Barbara, interim literature chair, distributed Feb literature, cash flow and inventory reports. Clo will continue
volunteering for pricing and Feb. 2011 is the last time she will be at SAAI assisting with literature orders.
Barbara asked that SAAI representatives ask groups to consider becoming Literature Chair.
Janet volunteered to do literature service.
Approved general consent.
Literature prices have been raised and locally SAAI will pass along price increases after March intergroup.
Lea can’t be at Newcomers. Susan covered meeting.

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Position is open. Lynn asked for that Save the date- June 24-26, Slumber Falls

Open.
Gary absent

ARCHIVES

Ask groups to submit items: Swan, Intergoup, Region and WSBC.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan provided parliamentarian quiz and online resource, RulesOnline.com.

OLD BUSINESS

Ken provided Unity Day update and 40 flyers were handed out. Christina co-chaired Unity Day. Corpus
Christi attendees are expected to attend.
Motion: Pay $50 rent for Unity Day. Passed
Motion: Unity Day profits will be used for delegate and region III representative funding. Passed
Motion: Approve funding to subsidize 2011 Unity Day.
SAAI voting members voted on WSBC proposals and bylaw amendments. Vote results will be tallied along
with all other intergroups to determine if these items will be added to WSBC agenda in April 2011.
Region III Assembly, Houston, March 2011
Wednesday and Friday Spanish speaking meeting looking for Spanish speakers to share their stories at these
meetings.
Ken will poll Unity Day attendees if they would be interested in a Sponsorship workshop

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Susan moved to adjourn.

Respectfully Submitted March 12, 2011

Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES
OPENING
RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

12 & 12
LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

San Antonio Area Intergroup
March 12, 2011
Minutes
Barbara D., Dana, Deardra, Elaine, Graciela, James, Janet, Janice, JoAnne, Karen, Ken, Lynn, Lea, Susan
Ken opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. James read the 12 Traditions. Susan read the 12 Concepts.
Ken explained how the SAAI meeting works.
Corrections: None.
Approved by general consent.
No report
Lynn G, interim treasurer, provided updated Unity Day report. Net income $248.96.
Lynn reviewed March 2011 treasurer report. Net income $750.96. Net expenses $491.18. Net income is
$259.78. Year to date corrections will be made for April.
Approved by general consent.
JoAnne provided Communications Secretary report. WSO contacts have been updated. Updated meeting lists
provided.
Graciela is leaving for Region III Assembly in Houston, March 18-20. Region III and needs roommate. Full
cost for hotel is $89 per month.
Barbara D. will serve as delegate to WSBC and provided WSBC 2011 projected expenses $896.68.
JoAnne moved that Barbara D. attend WSBC. 2nd Susan. Passed.
Barbara moved that funding for WSBC be approved up to $1,200. 2nd James. Passed.
Barbara is willing to pick up SAAI literature order so SAAI does not have to pay shipping.
James
Looking for OA members to be interviewed by media and to visit bariatric centers.
PSA sent to KENS 5.
Sandy updated phone line
SAAI is looking for health fairs, but many have a fee. SAAI has donated literature to be distributed at health
fairs.
Open.
SAAI and Heart of Texas (Austin) co-sponsor Slumber Falls, June 24-26, 2011.
Barbara F. provided monthly literature, cash flow and inventory reports.
Barbara F. moved to add Janet Diane Fitzgerald to the SAAI literature bank account from San Antonio
Federal Credit Union and remove Anne Therese Calkins from this account. 2nd Susan. Passed.
Karen is now a formal member of the literature committee.
Approved by general consent.
2011 catalogs are available. Inventory order forms will be updated after April 2011. Barbara is keeping a
back order list.
No newcomers at today’s meeting. Newcomers meetings are great when newcomers attend. Most
newcomers learn about OA meeting via web.
Deardra will make a once a month evening meeting to promote Lifeline.
Gary contacted Graciela and Deardra for audio library help. Graciela and Deardra are audio library co-chairs.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. is still collecting archive items.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan will chair bylaws committee to conduct annual bylaws review.

OLD BUSINESS

Unity Day- Ken and Christina received kudos for Unity Day. Thanks to all who served.
Potential sponsorship workshop- please circulate at meetings
Bylaws review must be done annually. Proposed by law changes will be reviewed at SAAI in April 2011.
Voting bylaws changes will occur in May 2011.
Slumber Falls save the date, June 24-26, on the website. Theme is “Love for Self and Others”, and speaker is
Region III , Wanda. Tentative pricing is $95 for weekend. Flyer will be available in April.
Please attend Wednesday and Friday Spanish speaking meetings, especially OA members who can speak
Spanish.
James moved that SAAI purchase 3 PSA for media for PI/PO outreach for total of $66.22. 2nd JoAnne.
Marathon phone meeting information will be on SAAI website.
May 13-15 Colorado Springs retreat. See Ken for more details.
Kudos to Graciela and Deardra for Audio library services; Gary for re-vamping audio library and service and
Janet for literature service.

NEW BUSINESS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Barbara D moved to adjourn. 2nd JoAnne. Passed

Respectfully Submitted April 9, 2011

Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY

VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS
WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

LITERATURE

NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

San Antonio Area Intergroup
April 9, 2011
Minutes
Barbara F., Deardra, Christina, Elaine, Graciela, Hilary, James, Janet, Ken, Lynn, Melanie, Susan, Vera,
Melanie opened the meeting with the Serenity Prayer. Vera read the 12 Traditions. Elaine read the 12
Concepts. Melanie explained the nuts and bolts of the meeting and that we follow Roberts Rules of Order.
Individuals introduced themselves.
Corrections:
WSO/Region III: $89 per night.
Treasurer : Gross income and Gross expenses
2nd not needed in minutes.
Attendees: Add Barbara F.
Barbara F. moved that funding for WSBC be approved up to $1200.
Barbara D. will pick up literature order at WSBC.
Approved by general consent.
Ken asked that members quietly do Treasurer and Literature business. April Swan will be distributed at
meetings and payment received.
Unity Day final report net income $230.96. Susan D. moved to accept Unity Day Final report. Approved
general consent.
April 2011 gross income $509.00 and gross expenses $604.65 and net loss $95.65. Delegate/rep funds
collected exceed Delegate/rep expenses. Approved by general consent.
Melanie recommended that excess funds be used for OA service projects.
JoAnne absent. Ken provided Communications service opportunities handout.
Graciela attended Region III on March 18. Check out OA and Region III website for resources. There is a
updated, free 7th tradition pamphlet available.
There is a new traditions pamphlet available for downloading. Graciela recommends using Traditions
pamphlet at meetings. There is $300 funding available to host speaker workshop. Region III prudent reserve
$9,000 so funds were sent to WSO.
James needs 2 OA speakers to be interviewed at KKYX studios, 6200 Datapoint. Host will ask questions.
James will provide PSA to FOX, NBC and CBS local affiliates.
12 & 12 Chair Vacant
Lynn provided Slumber Falls registration forms. Partial scholarships are available and must be made in
writing and sent to SAAI PO box.
Kim (Austin) will request $300 to cover Region III speaker registration fee and travel expenses
reimbursement..
James recommended Slumber Falls retreat be discussed at KKYX taping.
Janet provided monthly, cash flow and inventory reports. Barbara explained the reports. 2011 catalogs are
available. Approved by general consent.
Barbara F. moved the regular treasury give to literature a total of $300 for PI tapes and increase Spanish
literature. Passed.
Items have been re-priced based on 2010 catalog.
New order forms are available.
Email orders to jaydeefitz@gmail.com, 830-522-6132 (h) 210-383-9702 (c).
Recommend that inventory and cash flow reports be available each month, but not printed and distributed.
Only monthly literature report will be printed and distributed.
Lea is at the newcomer meeting

Deardra and Graciela will work out meeting rotations to promote Lifeline.

ARCHIVES

Deardra and Graciela updated audio library collection, especially Spanish audio items.
Deardra has made phone calls to members to return delinquent items.
If items are not returned, Deardra will copy master for audio library.
Barbara F. still collecting for archives.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

Susan will address annual bylaws under old business.

OLD BUSINESS

Susan provided recommended bylaws changes. Please send comments to Vice Chair, krosokoff@gmail.com.
Underlined is addition, strikethrough is deletion.

NEW BUSINESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Ken provided sponsorship workshop update—38 individuals are likely to attend (based on flyer distributed at
meetings). Sponsorship workshop would be held in June, July or August and we need a Sponsorship
Workshop Chair.
2011 Nominating Committee is Elaine, Graciela, Kara, MaryOlive, and Vera. Please contact Nominating
Committee members to volunteer or to suggest candidates.
Slumber Falls, June 24-26.
New meeting: Thursday, 7pm at Big Book study, Unity Church, 1723 W. Lawndale, Broadway and
Lawndale. Contact person is Kathy.
Develop 12 & 12 job description to distribute to meetings.
Thursday, 7pm Anorexics and Bulimics needs support.
Melanie resigned as Chair, effective April 9, 2011. She thanked all for service. Ken has been the ultimate
Vice Chair.
Susan moved to adjourn.

Respectfully Submitted May 14, 2011

Elaine Lang

ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

San Antonio Area Intergroup
May 14, 2011
Minutes
Barbara D., Barbara F., Deardra, Elaine, Graciela, Hilary, Janet, Karen, Ken, Lea, Lynn, Susan, Vera
Ken called the meeting to order and thanked his HP for opportunity to practice flexibility since SAAI met in
Cranmer room today. Meeting opened with Serenity Prayer. Elaine read the 12 Traditions. Barbara D. read
the 12 Concepts.
Corrections:
Literature: 2011 catalog.
Approved General Consent.
No report. Thank you card to Melanie being circulated.
Lynn provided May 2011 Treasurer report. Gross income $447.59, gross expenses $86.74. Net loss $359.15.
Correction: Delegate/Rep funds collected is $4499.70. Balance $320.76.
Approved with corrections by General Consent.
JoAnne absent. SWAN/EL CISNE will be available in about one week.

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE

Graciela will e-mail Marcia F., Region III, that Melanie has resigned as Chair so Region III information can
be sent to SAAI. All Region III communication will go to Ken, SAAI Acting Chair.

PUBLIC
INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH
12 & 12

James absent. Graciela has tape of KKYX interview. Deardra will copy for Audio library.

LITERATURE
NEWCOMER/
“WELCOME BACK”
MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

Vacant.
Slumber Falls – Lynn coordinating San Antonio. Please send registrations in!
Agenda has been finalized. Come join us! Registration deadline is June 17.
Janet explained monthly literature report (Sales, Purchases, Expenses, Income and Inventory). Approved
General Consent.
No report.

Deardra has 2 new memberships.
Deardra reported new items available, including 50th OA celebration CDs.

ARCHIVES

Barbara F. is still collecting items.

PARLIAMENTARIAN

No report.

OLD BUSINESS

2011-2012 proposed slate distributed.
Chair- Barbara
Vice Chair – James
Treasurer – Elaine
Recording Secretary – Kara
Communications Secretary – JoAnne
Parliamentarian – Susan D.
Delegate/Region Rep – Graciela

NEW BUSINESS

Susan explained Revised May 2010 Final Proposed Copy Bylaws. Strikethroughs will be deleted for final
copy which will be voted on in June 2011 SAAI meeting. Please e-mail Susan and Ken with any corrections.
Sponsorship Workshop – Alice and Barbara are Co-Chairs. Tentative time and location will July or August
after Saturday 8:30am meeting.
Barbara D. provided written WSBC 2011 report. Highlights:
1. Rozanne S. bestowed title of Founder of Overeaters Anonymous.
2. Action Plan defined and can be copied and added to Tools Pamphlet.
3. Definition of abstinence and recovery: “Abstinence in Overeaters Anonymous is the action of
refraining from compulsive eating and compulsive food behaviors while working towards or
maintaining a healthy body weight. Spiritual, emotional and physical recovery is the result of living
in the Overeaters Anonymous Twelve-Step program.”
4. Recovery Checklist revised.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

5. New literature – A Common Solution
6. AA Conference approved literature is still included in OA Approved literature.
7. Virtual Service Boards have a vote.
WSBC expenses did not exceed $1,200 approved in April 2011. Barbara D. submitted to Lynn G., Treasurer.
Barbara D. purchased WSBC CDs which will become part of Audio Library.
Thursday 7pm @ 8600 Wurzbach has closed.
New meeting – Big Book Study, Thursday @ Unity Church
Thank you to Barbara D. for bringing Spanish literature.
New literature item – Is Food a Problem for You? now in sticky note format.
Susan moved to adjourn.

Respectfully Submitted June 11, 2011

Elaine Lang
Recording Secretary

San Antonio Area Intergroup
June 11, 2011
Minutes
ATTENDEES
OPENING

RECORDING
SECRETARY
VICE CHAIR
TREASURER

COMMUNICATIONS

WSO
DELEGATE/REGION III
REPRESENTATIVE
PUBLIC INFORMATION/
PUBLIC OUTREACH

Barbara D., Barbara F., Elaine, Deardra, Graciela, Hilary, James, Janet,
Karen, Ken, Lea, Lynn, Mark, Susan
Ken opened the meeting at 9:50am with the Serenity. Ken is acting Chair.
James read the 12 Traditions. Elaine read the 12 Concepts. Introductions.
Ken explained SAAI “How it Works”.
No May minutes today and they will be available in July.
No report.
Lynn provided June 2011 report. Gross income is $1,427.72 and gross
expenses are $888.48. Net income is $539.24. Delegate balance is ($264.35).
Approved by general consent.
JoAnne is absent. Ken provided report. JoAnne can no longer serve as
Communications Secretary. Christina is nominee for 2011-2012 SAAI
Board. Request e-mail delivery SWAN/EL CISNE by sending e-mail
saoaswan@gmail.com. Sunday 5pm requests SWAN/EL CISNE hard
copies.
Barbara D. submitted WSBC articles/information and is published in June
SWAN/EL CISNE.
OA Board of Trustees opening and Ken notified San Antonio fellowship who
meet qualifications
James reports Health Fair and Media committee openings.

12 & 12
LITERATURE

Janet provided monthly literature report. $150 for standing Spanish literature
order is not reflected in report. Approved by general consent. Janet will need
help moving literature after back surgery.
NEWCOMER/”WELCOME Lea is conducting meeting today.
BACK” MEETING
LIFELINE
REPRESENTATIVE
AUDIO LIBRARY

ARCHIVES
PARLIAMENTARIAN

Deardra is attending meetings and providing Lifeline order forms. Barbara
D. requested Deardra bring Lifeline order forms to July Intergroup so Group
reps can distribute to meetings.
Graciela and Deardra are taking it to meetings. Deardra will purchase labels
for audio library. Barbara recommended Deardra contact Region III and
WSO on official guidance on copying streaming from approved OA and AA
official website.
Barbara is still collecting items.
Susan explained voting on revised SAAI bylaws is only agenda. Elaine
moved to approve revised bylaws. Approved.

OLD BUSINESS

2011-2012 SAAI elections. Elaine moved to approve current slate. Passed.
Chair
Barbara Diane
Vice Chair
James
Treasurer
Elaine
Recording Sec.
Kara
Parliamentarian
Susan
Delegate/Region rep
Graciela
Elaine moved that Christina serve as Communications Secretary for 20112012. Passed.
Lynn provided Slumber Falls scholarship update. There are 3 scholarship
requests. Austin donated $100 for 2011 scholarship. Barbara moved that
Slumber Falls committee approve and award scholarships not to exceed
$110.98 in SAAI retreat scholarships. Motion passed.

NEW BUSINESS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ADJOURN

Lynn agreed to serve as 12 & 12 Chair 2011-2012.
Ken requested that SAAI update Reach out call/Sponsor/Speaker list and
needs a volunteer.
Barbara D., Sponsorship Co-Chair suggests August 6 and September 3,
first Saturday in month as possible Sponsorship workshop from 10am –
noon. Please contact Barbara D. or Alice if you would like to volunteer to
speak.
Ken recommended we encourage intergroup representation.
James will assist with PI/PO until new Chair.
Ginger requests outreach calls at 483-2009.
Barbara D. moved to adjourn.

Respectfully submitted July 9, 2011

Elaine Lang, Recording Secretary

